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MCC weathering economic storm

Murray State
utilizing new
electric trucks
on campus

Teske delivers
address before
EDC luncheon

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
urray State University
recently purchased four
electric trucks for ciunpus use in an effort to save energy and money.
Dicicie Turner. assistant director of transportation with
MSU's Department of Facilities
Management, said the cars have
been in use since June 12. They
are known as Global Electric
Motorcars, which are manufactured by Chrysler. He said the
models purchased by the university are GEM eL XD. which
are similar to small pickup
trucks and have a cargo bed in
the back. They seat two and are
Me heaviest duty of the offered
models, ideal for carrying
equipmesat around campus,
Turner said.
Turner said the cars are being
used by Scott Barnes with facilities management, the central
plant, building service tech.niclans and the grounds department. If they are deemed satisfactory, more of them could be
purchased in the future to
replace other trucks as they are
retired. Turner said the cost of
each vehicle was $14,282 and
that this was close to what the
university usually pays for new
trucks. He said their life
expectancy of 10 to 12 years is
also similar to the trucks usually purchased. The Department
of Facilities Management currently uses a total of approximately 175 vehicles, he said.
Turner said the university will
save a good deal of money on

M

By TOM WM
Stall Wrker
Despite a bleak national economy, Murray -Calloway County
is weathering the recession
storm better than most munici-
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palities and local businesses are in the Murray Room at the demographics and other
"recession
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as
acted
have
Center
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market
ng
strengtheni
buffer"
and preparing for growth during Wednesday.
"We are surprisingly resilient
Preceding Teske's speech,
an inevitable rebound.
blessed," Manning said.
and
the
of
president
Manning,
Mark
J.
Todd
message
the
was
That
looking forward and we
are
"We
innovative
strong,
said
EDC,
Teske, president and chief opereconomy
ating officer for Bnggs & local businesses, the influence will be ready when the
Stratton delivered to officials of of Murray State University, does come back."
Manning pointed out that a
County
the Murray-Calloway County Murray-Calloway
Development Hospital and other health care spike in unemployment from an
Economic
about 8.6 percent
Corporation during the agency's entities, strong schools, a low April report of
May-June was
in
percent
9.2
to
economic
area's
the
rate,
crime
Annual Meeting 2009 luncheon

not due to a loss of jobs, but
high school and college graduates entering the labor market.
The local economy has held its
own and actually gamed a few
jobs in the past 90 days.
Teske, keynote speaker for the
event, said area's largest
employer has done everything
necessary to keep wasters on
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Dems press
committee
action on
health care
ley IMMO ALONSO.
ZALDIVeR
amid BOCA WOOER
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP)
Congressional Democrats are
detenrtined to show progress on
health care overhaul by pushing
President Barack Obama's top
domestic priority through two
critically important committees
before they head home for their
August break.
They're closer, but they're not
there yet.
Democratic leaders in the
liossee won agreement from
conservatives on the Energy
and Commerce Committee that
1 would allow that panel to start
' voting on legislation as early as
Thursday. In the Senate, negoFinance
the
on
tiators
TOM BERRY&edger & Tomes
Committee say they are nearer
Wis.-cased Briggs 8, Stratton, speaks to a gathering of to a bipartisan compromise that
Todd J. Teske, president and chief operating officer for Milwaukee,
dunng the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development has eluded them for weeks.
business, industry, education, medical and government leaders
The Finance pane! and Energy
Corporation's Annual Meeting 2009.
and Commerce panel are seen
as pivotal tests of prospects for
1 the legislation because they
reflect the broader composition
the Senate and the House.
of
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three other radio stations.
the legislation are dominated by
. Twenty years ago a transmitter open the southern gospel radio
WVHM began as an idea in gospel tradition. We knew there Democratic liberals.
was flipped on. giving life to station.
was an audience that wasn't
"It was a pretty appropriate the late '80s and soon blosThe earliest that floor votes
90.5 WVHM and sending "I
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that
fact
"It was born out of the
to be the one then-general man- framed and hanging on the
there really wasn't a station at
ager Cecil Glass was playing wall," said Gibson, president of
II See Page 2
that time that was playing southSee Page 2
when the switch was thrown, Heartland Ministries, Inc., a

WVHM marks 20 years of southern gospel music

Daft Forecast
eir The Aseeetabed Pelee
Thursday. Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 80s.
Thursday night.. Mostly
Cloudy with a 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the upper
60s.
Friday.. Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s.
night _Mostly
Friday
Cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the upper
60s.
Saturday. Partly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s.
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schedule from Jennifer Speed,
an upcoming junior at Murray High School, gets his school
PREPARING FOR BACK TO SCHOOL:(Top left) Derek Francis,
their schedules dunng freshget
will
Freshmen
Friday.
up
pick
theirs
, sophomores may
attendance secretary. Juniors picked up their schedules Wednesday
Wednesday and will hold another one today
session
pick-up
packet
registration
a
held
Preschool
man orientation Friday, Aug. 7 (Top right) Calloway County
hands information to Melissa Wilcox for her son, Sean, 3.
from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Pictured, Preschool teacher Teresa Gore
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•Gospel music
From Front
tual programs, was needed
Gibson said.
Once the station was established, something Gibson said
happened very quickly., word
spread about the station.
WVHM doesn't do any type of
self-promotion, mainly stemming from wanting to make the
most of the budget. However,
through word-of-mouth, news
of the new southern gospel station spread.
—The response really was, I
think, rather
immediate,"
Gibson said."Of course, we had
some local publicity, a new
radio station coming on at that
time was big news. The majority of it has been word of mouth
though, and even after 20 years
we still have people calling in
about how they just heard about
us."
The station is non-denominational and is not affiliated with
any particular church. The
majority of the operating budget
comes straight from generous
listeners who contribute to the
statMn.
Looking back over the past 20
years, Gibson said he feels
blessed and that he has had a
"front row seat to watch God
work." He said he has heard
more stones than he can count
of how the station has had a positive impact on people's lives.
"One story that stands out is a
phone call I received during one
of our Sharathons," he said. "I
went to my office to take the
call and the person told me that
their family was held together

Construction begins on
area soldiers' home
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) Construction is beginning in
Eddyville on a new home for a
wounded Kentucky soldier.
The Paducah Sun reported the
Homes for Our Troops organization planned to raise the first
wall Thursday morning as it
builds the house for Sgt. Chase
Matthews, his wife . Jennifer
and his 6-year-old stepdaughter. The couple is expecting
another child in November.
Matthews lost both legs and
partial use of one hand when a
bomb exploded under the
Humvee he was in while
deployed in Iraq in 2007.
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through the ministry of WVHM.
The caller went on to explain
that after deciding to divorce
they were in the car on the way
to see the lawyer. The radio was
tuned to WVHM and the program 'Focus On The
was on. That particular program
was centered around how to
scnpturally deal with the specific problems they were having.
They listened and both being
Christians became convinced
that God's way would work in
their situation. They turned
around and went back home,
family intact. The caller simply
wanted other listeners to know
TOM BERRY/Leclger & Times
how important having a radio
Murray-Calloway
County
Economic
Development
station carrying that program
Corporation President Mari( Manning presents a plaque to
was to them that day."
WKMS Radio representative Kate Lochte dunng the EDC's
He also told a story about a
annual luncheon meeting. The station was honored for prowoman who had to rush to the
viding communications services and other community assishospital in the middle of the
night to be with her dying moth- tance during January's ice storm.
er. The dove was about 30 minutes and her radio dial was on
90.5. She told Gibson it seemed
that every song she heard was
the world is inevitable as a new
From Front
specifically picked to bring her
world economy begins to take
peace and prepare her for what
the job while positioning the hold in a phenomena that he
she was about to face.
company for growth once eco- described as "the great deleverMusic
Director
Eddie
nomic storm clouds dissipate.
aging."
Sheridan agreed that there are
"It will turn. I think consumers
"What happens in Shanghai,
many stories from over the
will bring us out of this thing," China or Chun King, China has
years that show the impact the
he said, pointing out that Briggs an effect on Murray. Kentucky,"
station has had.
and Stratton expects sterling Teske said.
"It's pretty easy sometimes to
growth when the recession passHowever Teske said he
just get caught up in the busies.
expects unemployment to reach
ness of what you're doing and
"When this thing turns around and most likely exceed IO pernot think about the overall picit's going to be absolutely phe- cent and he is not sure how
ture. Its when you get the phone
nomenal," he added.
much the U.S. government
calls and letters and feedback
During an address to the gath- could affect the outcome despite
from the listeners that you realering of local political, educa- allocation of almost SI trillion
ize the greater impact of what
tion, medical and business lead- dollars in economic stimulus
you're doing." Sheridan said.
ers, Teske outline changes in the spending thus far.
Gibson and the rest of the staff
national and world economy
Bnggs. a Milwaukee, Wis.at WVHM have seen z lot of since the 1980s that have creat- based company, has trimmed its
change in the past 20 years, ed never-before-seen interna- company work force from 9,200
including the rise of many other
tional pressures on local U.S. to 6,600 during the recession,
ways to get music such as MP3 economies.
but is in good position to
players and satellite radio.
He said much of what is hap- rebound. Teske said Murray, "a
The station is currently
pening in the U.S. and around small town with good people
preparing for the annual
fundraising drive, which is
August 25-27. Past that, Gibson
said it's business as usual and he
hopes to keep things moving
and shut off when they are finFrom Front
ahead to the 25th anniversary.
ished to prevent overcharging,
fuel using the vehicles, which which can cause batteries to die
"You anticipate a 25th
can travel about 40 miles per prematurely, Turner said. He
anniversary but like I said, were
charge. He said that with the said the maintenance costs are
listener supported," he said. "A
price the university pays per very little and the insurance prefriend of mine said to me one
kilowatt hour, they can be miums are also a bit lower.
time that 'A Christian's life is
indestructible until God is finrecharged for about 50 to 60
Although the vehicles have
ished with it' and I said 1 think
cents a day, which equals about heaters, they do not feature airthat's probably true for anything
2 cents a mile. The average conditioning, so there are two
He has His hands on, it's going
maintenance truck travels 25 to fans on the dashboard. They
to be there until He's finished
30 miles on campus each day, he also feature a flashing beacon
with it."
said.
on top, a warning buzzer for
The vehicles plug into any backing up and standard feaextension cord in a wall outlet tures like emergency flashers,

under negotiation in the Senate
are designed to meet Obanna's
goals of spreading health coverage to millions who now lack it,
while trying to slow the skyrocketing growth in medical
costs. As recently as two weeks
ago, Obama was pressing the
House and Senate to pass separate bills by the end of July or
early August. After Republicans
and
moderate
Democrats
objected to the rush, the president said he'd settle for just
.progress.
Wednesday in the House,
.Democratic leaders gave in —
at least temporarily — to
numerous demands from rankand-file rebels from the conser-
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Heidi Shultz, nght, chairwoman of the Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development Corporation, presents a
Kentucky Colonel certificate to Briggs & Stratton Presideryt
and COO Todd J. Teske Wednesday. Teske was keynote
speaker during the EDC's Annual Meeting 2009.

and a quality university." has
provided invaluable support and
has been good investment.
"What a match made in heaven," he said."One of the big reasons our Murray plant is as good
as it is."
During the meeting. Manning
announced that the MurrayCalloway County Economic
Deveiopment Corporation has
moved to secure guardianship
over the sale, lease or management of the former Webasto
plant on Max Hun Drive in
cooperation with company officials. The EDC hopes to enlist a
new manufacturing company to
move into the building; one of
the best in western Kentucky
capable of accomodating hundreds of workers.
Also during the meeting, Kate
Lochte and other employees of
Murray State University-based

windshield wipers, a horn, turn
signals and side rearview mirrors. The vehicles can drive a
maximum of 25 mph, so the
only roads on which they can
legally be driven are those with
35 mph speed limits or less.
Weighing 1,570 pounds, the
small trucks have a load capacity of 1.430 pounds, including
passengers. Turner said. He said
the vehicles fit into MSU's
ongoing effort to be more and
more energy efficient, such as
when they started using ethano

vative wing of the party. The socalled Blue Dog Democrats had
been blocking the bill's passage
in Energy and Commerce.
The House changes, which
drew immediate opposition
from liberal lawmakers, would
steer away from using Medicare
as the blueprint for a proposed
government insurance option,
reduce federal subsidies to help
lower-income families afford
coverage, and exempt additional
businesses from a requirement
to offer health insurance to their
workers.
Bipartisan Senate negotiators
reported progress on legislation
that aims to cover 95 percent of
Americans without raising federal deficits.
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to fuel vehicles in 2001
Besides being low -maintenance. Turner said one of the
major advantages of the vehicles is how easy they are to get
down sidewalks and close to
buildings. This will hopefully
be appreciated by everyone
workers encounter on campus
each day, he said.
"We've had some complaints
in the past from students and
facutly about the noise and
exhaust fumes (from the
trucks)," Turner said. "This
doesn't solve that problem completely, but we're moving in the
right direction."
Each employee who uses the'
vehicles has to go through a
short training to familiarize
themselves with how they are
used. Besides the mechanical
aspects, they also need to be
aware that because the vehicles
make so little noise, they need
to be extra careful to look out
for pedestrians, Turner said. ,

Trial under way in
Mayfield teen's slaying

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times

Dickie Turner, the assistant director of transportation with Murray State University's
Department for Facilities Management, stands next to one the department's four new electric
cars.
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WKMS radio station were hod;
ored for untiring aid to the con'
munity during January's ic'e
storm. The station was present,
a
ed
plaque
by
EDC
Chairwoman
Heidi Shultt
thanking them for going above
and beyond the call of duty during the crisis.
Teske was also presented with
a diploma naming him a
Kentucky Colonel.
"I want to tell you what this
means and what it doesn't
mean," Manning said as he
handed the framed document to
Teske. "It doesn't mean you can
vote, but it does mean you can
pay taxes.., if you want to."
During a short business session. Harold Doran. Ronnie
Gibson, Heidi Shultz and Fifth
District Rep. Melvin Henley
were appointed to three-year
terms on the board.

III Murray State utilizing new electric cars on campus...
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III Health care ...
From Front

Obits

The Law Offices of

Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
Proudly Announce

MITCHELL T. RYAN
Has joined the firm as an associate.
of Murray & Calloway County, Ryan and his wife, Julia are returning
home from Florence, Boone County, Kentucky, where he received his
Law Degree from Northern Kentucky University and practiced in the areas of
Personal Injury, Criminal and Domestic/Family law with the law offices of
Busald. Funk, Z,evely, P.S.C. He will now be engaged in the
general practice of law in Calloway and surrounding counties.

A native

204 South 6th Street•753-2633

MAYFIELD. Ky.(AP)- The
final suspect in the slaying of a
teenager nearly a decade ago is
on trial in Mayfield.
The Paducah Sun reports
that the first witnesses to testify
as the trial began Wednesday
were the parents of victim
Jessica Currin.
Jean Currin
wept as she
identified jewelry and sandals
her
daughter had
been wearing
when police
found
her
burned body' Man Cumin
behind
Mayfield Middle School in
July 2000.
Lynn Austin Leech is on
trial, charged with two counta
of complicity' in evidence tampering and one count of perjury.
An indictment charges
Leech with moving Jessica
Currin's body to the schoql
after she was strangled, stun*
it on fire, then lying about it to
a grand jury.
The first attempt to try
Leech in March ended in mistrial because not enough potential jurors were called.
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Mrs. Ruth F. Cunningham, 79, Hazel, died Wednesday. July 29.
2009. at 12:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. She was an active
41ernber of Hazel Baptist Church, a member of TOPS, and had
*tired from Food Services at Murray State University.
: Preceding her in death were her husband, Edwin Cunningham. to
althorn she was married July 19,1945; one sister, Artie Molan; and
o brothers, Clyde and Shirley Rust. Born May 8, 1930, in
Mississippi County, Mo., she was the daughter of the late Rowland
st and Maudie Jenkins Rust Young.
Survivors include one son. Jack Cunningham, Orlando, Fla.; two
._taters. Beulah Woods and Hazel Miller and husband, R.C., all of
Mun-ay, three grandchildren, Wanda Smith. Keith Cunningham and
'Laurie Cunningham-Mulligan and husband, Donnie, and three
*eat-grandchildren. Nicole and Katie Smith and Matthew Mulligan.
J of Orlando; several nieces and nephews including Jeannie
$hitson and husband, Butch, and Vickie Britt. all of Murray, and
oger Hutson. Hendersonville, Tenn. The funeral will be Saturday
kt' I p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Brent Lee and Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
to 8 p.m. Friday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Bus
Ministry of Hazel Baptist Church, P.O. Box 129, Hazel. KY 42049.
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Buel Downey
The funeral for Bud Downey will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Grace
Baptist Church. Rev. Sammy Cunningham and Rev. Kerry Lambert
will officiate. The eulogy will be by Eddie Clyde
Hale. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery with J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in
,..hai-ge of arrangements. Visitation will be at the
•. hurch from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Downey, 77, Sycamore Street, Murray. died
Tuesday, July 28, 2009, at 7:15 a.m, at his home
after an extended illness. He had retired as a concrete finisher after 45 years. He was a charter memDowney
ber and deacon of Grace Baptist Church. Born June
13, 1932, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Jimmie and
Abigail Garland Downey. Also preceding him in death were two
brothers, his twin, Bufford Downey, and William 0. Downey.
Survivors include his wife, Dean Downey, to whom he had been
married for 57 years: three sons, Kenneth Downey and wife. Judy,
Cherry Corner, Keith Downey and wife, Jennifer, Cunningham. and
Jeff Downey and wife, Carol, Murray; one sister. Eula Downey
McGhee and husband. Howard, and one brother, Edgar Downey, all
of Murray; seven grandchildren, Penny Bogard and husband,
Mickey, Mitchell Downey and wife, Michelle, Tracey Fearn and
husband, Richard, Amy Letunon and husband, Steve, Ashley Clark
and husband, Leon. Brock Downey and Mackenzie Downey; and
eight great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Sue Hicks Wells
The funeral for Mrs. Sue Hicks Wells will be today (Thursday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Don, Bill, and Kenny Overbey, Vic
Marshall, Chip Hill and David Magness. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after
1; noon today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Building Fund, 203 South 4th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Wells. 88. Murray, died Tuesday, July 28, 2009, at 9:37 p.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care.
.. A retired teller with the Bank of Murray, now Regions Bank. she
.was a member of First Baptist Church. She was born April II. 1921
in Calloway County and grew up in the Cherry Corner community.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Voris Wells, her parents, Howell Perry Hicks and Parthenia Ann Outland Hicks, and six
brothers and sisters.
,• Survivors include one sister, Evelyn Overbey. Murray, and several nieces and nephews including Mary Wilder Wall, Judy Hill and
husband. Tommy, Olivia Marshall and husband, Tommy, Bill
Overbey and wife, Melissa, Donnie Overbey and wife. Judy, and
'Kenny Overbey and wife. Ginger, all of Murray. Margaret Ezell and
husband. John, San Clemente, Calif.. Judy Oliver and husband,
Ralph. Dallas, Texas; Rose Ann McDaniel, Camden. Term.; Caroline
Wells Terrell and husband, Jim. San Antonio, Texas; June Magness.
Mayfield; Patsy Houston and husband, Gary, Paducah; Dr. Tommy
Wells and wife, Pat, Homer, Alaska; and Bobby Hicks, Camden,
Tenn.
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• Osley (Ozzie) McClure. Murray. died Wednesday, July 29, 2009,
at 4 a.m. at his home.
He was owner and operator of McClure's Auto Repair for over 30
years and was a member of Fort Donelson Pentecostal Church of
God. Preceding him in death were one son, Osley Guy McClure, two
daughters, Rose Bucy and Sondra Prescott, one grandson. Jeffrey
Adams, and his parents, Osley Lonso McClure and Matronia Futrell
McClure Brown.
Survivors include his wife. Glenda Faye Hill McClure: four sons,
'Tony McClure, Nicky McClure and wife. Debbie, and Gary Don
McClure and wife. Sandra. all of Murray. and David McClure and
wife, Karen. Paducah; four sisters, Lola McClain and Lou McGaryHitzler and husband, Victor, all of Murray, Hazel Broach,
Coldwater. and Govie Anderson and husband. Cleo, Water Valley:
12 grandchildren: six great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are incomplete at Heritage Family Funeral Home
of Murray. The family requests that no fresh flowers be sent. Online
condolences may be made at wsvw.imesmillercom.
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Robert Steelman Sr.

1

The funeral for Robert Steelman Sr. will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
Oak Grove Baptist Church, where he was a member. Bro. Paul
Veazey will officiate. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Thursday) and on Friday from 10 a.m. to the funeral hour at
Ay church.
• Mr. Steelman Sr., 62. Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday. July 28.
009, at Jackson-Madison General Hospital, Jackson, Tenn. Born
$ept. 27, 1946. in Bristol, Va., he was the son of the late Thomas
Iheodore Steelman and Helen Lee Barker Steelman. Also preceding
;iitri in death were one son, Bobby Joe Steelman and one grandchild,
)1annah Ferguson.
r
, Survivors include his wife, Mary Wilkerson Steelman to whom
was man-led Nov. 27, 1946 in Marion. Ind.; two daughters. Tracy
iller and Louritta Jackson and husband, Michael, and one son,
Robert Steelman Jr. and wife. Donna. all of Puryear; five sisters,
Helejean Moyatt and husband, Bob. Michigan, Jewley Dotson. New
Mexico, Joan Master and husband. Cary, Bernice Willis and husband. Ron. and Marcella Steelman and husband, James Brown, all
bl Indiana; two brothers, John T. Steelman and wife, Carol. Indiana,
and Bartle Steelman and wife, Millie. Murray; 10 grandchildren.
Robert (Bo) and Kandace Overcast, Austin and Cley-Ann Jackson.
Amanda Woods and husband, Josh, Josh Ferguson and wife, Jana.
Shelley Davenport and husband, John. Luke and Caleb Ferguson,
and Mary Steelman; three great-grandchildren, Hayden Ellis and
Ton and Jonathan Davenport.

t

Sadie Ragsdale
Sadie Ragsdale. 88, Murray, died Wednesday. July 29. 2008, at
8:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace, Murray. Heritage Funeral Home is in
ckarge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillencom,

Deann Ruth Ballard
Deann Ruth Ballard, 54, died Wednesday, July 29, 2009, at 9:25
p m at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield,
Imes-Miller Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be made at www.irnesmiller.com

Charlie Arnett
Charlie Arnett, 95, Ky. 121 North, Coldwater community, died
Wednesday, July 29, 2009. at 6 p.m. at his home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Margaret L Patios
Mrs. Margaret L. Perkins, 67, Mayfield. died Tuesday. July 28.
2009. at I:I 3 p.m. at Oakview Nursing and Rehab. Center. A homemaker, she was a member of the former Viola Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents. Calvin and Louise
Harting Willie, two brothers. Edward and Glynndale Willie, and her
long time companion. William Toon.
Survivors include one son, Kenneth Perkins and wife, Melissa,
and three grandchildren, Davanna, Madison and Karson Perkins, all
of Lowes; sister-in-law, Faye Willie, Murray.
A graveside service will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. Rev. Jimmy Stom will officiate. Visitation will
be at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Rosalee (Rosie) Wilson
The funeral tor Mrs. Rosalee (Rosie) Wilson was today
(Thursday) at II a.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral
Home, Paris, Term. Rev. Warren T. Sykes officiated. Pallbearers
were Jeff Tucker, Dennis Campbell. Steve French, Charles
McDaniel, Randy McCarty and Mitch Sykes. Burial was in the
Hillcrest Memorial Park. Paris.
Mrs. Wilson, 67, Parrs, Tenn.. died Tuesday. July 28, 2009, at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She was married Sept. 23. 1963
to Lester Wilson Jr. who died June 29, 2004. Born March 2, 1942.
in Murray. she was the daughter of the late Festus Guthrie Roberts
and Era Russell Roberts. She was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include one daughter, Melinda Pate and husband,
Dudley, Paris; two sons, Chris Wilson and wife, Sherry, Big Sandy,
Tenn., and Bill Wilson and family, unknown; her stepmother. Mrs.
Frances Roberts, Murray; three grandchildren. Brayden and Landon
Wilson and Alicia Mathis.

Democrats, GOP spar
over Sotomayor vote
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Senate debate over Supreme
Court
nominee
Sonia
Sotomayor
turned
bitter
Wednesday, after Democrats
warned the GOP it would pay a
steep price for opposing the
judge who would be the first
Hispanic justice. and a top
Republican charged they were
playing destructive racial politics.
Majority Leader Harry Reid
implored
Republicans
Wednesday to join Democrats in
voting to confirm Sotomayor
next week, warning that GOP
opposition would bring the same
sort of public backlash that followed the party's spirited opposition to measures that would
have given some illegal immigrants a chance to gain legal status.
"I just think that their voting
against this good woman is
going to treat them about the
same way that they got treated
as a result of their votes on
immigration," said Reid, D-Nev.
Sen. John Comyn, R-Texas,
the head of his party's Senate
campaign committee and a
Sotomayor opponent, shot back
that Reid and other Democrats
were trying to exploit the nomination and "giving cover to
groups and individuals to nurture racial grievances for political advantage."
"I don't think it influences
people's votes, but what it does
encourage is a very poisonous
-indeed a very toxic-tone of
destructive politics," Cornyn
told The Associated Press.
'They ought to be ashamed of
themselves."
Reid's comments and the
heated response they drew highlight the incendiary political
dynamics surrounding next
week's
vote
to confirm
President Barack Obarna's first

Moonshine
found in
eastern Ky.
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) - A
moonshine still has been found
in the eastern Kentucky hills.
Kentucky State Police said
they found it in the Rockhouse
community of Leslie County.
They charged 66-year-old
Lee Bray with making and selling unlicensed alcohol, illegally
possessing and selling alcohol in
a dry territory, cultivating marijuana and having controlled prescription drugs not in a proper
container.
An anonymous tip led KSP
officers and a Leslie County
deputy to Bray's home on
Tuesday. where they found the
still. 28 gallons of processed
moonshine whiskey. a few marijuana plants and 13 prescription
pills that were not in a pharmacy'
container.

Taliban plans to disrupt
Afghan 'American' election
TKABLIL (API -- The
Taliban urged Afghans this
morning to stay away from the
Aug. 20 elections, threatening to
block the roads to polling stations and dismissing the balloting AS an "American process.In a statement posted on a
Web site used frequently by the
militants, the extremist Islamic
movement mocked the upcoming presidential and provincial
polls as part of an American
-failed strategy- in the country
-- paid for and secured by foreigners.
The statement highlights the
pressure likely to face voters
who choose to cast ballots in
areas of the country where the
insurgents are strongest.
"All those Afghans should
stand together with the Islamic
emirate and should not participate in this American process,"
the Taliban said in a statement.
The Islamic emirate is the name
used by Taliban groups loyal to
Mullah Omar.
The statement urged Taliban
fighters to prevent people from
voting.
It said that a day before the
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high court nominee, the daughter of Puerto Rican parents who
was raised in a South Bronx
housing project and educated in
the Ivy League before spending
17 years on the federal bench.
There is little doubt that
Sotomayor, 55, will be confirmed with majority Democrats
backing her solidly and a handful of Republicans joining them
But the debate over her nomination has raised tricky questions of identity politics for both
parties.
Republicans are tom between
a desire to please their conservative
base
by
opposing
Sotomayor and a concern that
doing so could bring a Hispanic
backlash.
The dilemma is particularly
vexing for senators from states
like Cornyn's where more than
one third of the population is
Latino.

elections. roads «sould be
blocked to government vehicles
and civilian traffic "and the people •,hould be aware of that"
Hundreds of polling stations
are likely to remain shut On the
election date, almost all in areas
dominated by Pashtuns. the
biggest ethnic group and the
backbone of the Taliban. A low
Pashtun turnout could call the
legitimacy of the election results
into question.
A low turnout in Pashtun
areas could also cost President
Hamid Karzai support among
his fellow Pashtuns, who tend to
vote by ethnicity even though
many of them are disenchanted
with him because of his ties to
the Americans. Karzai's chief
rival in the 39-candidate field,
former
Foreign
Minister
Abdullah Abdullah. is popular in
northern Tajik areas, which are
more peaceful and more likely
to have a strong turnout.
Karzai is widely assumed to
be the front-runner but if he fails
to win more than half the votes
in the crowded field, he would
face a runoff with the secondplace finisher in October.
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Designed
WithYOU
/n Mind...
It's al here' Everything you need to
create the perfect room from
classic to modern You'll appreciate
the quality and the paces

MADE ii US A
SINCE 1932

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SAVINGS
All the latest styles in over

fabrics & leathers.
Custom covered, delivered

1000

30 days, and
backed by a lifetime
limited warranty.
in just

Luta%

desIgn your sofa NO our interactive catalog at www norwalkfurniture coin

Home Trends Gallery
Downtown Murray • 103 South Third Street • 753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. -5 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Code Enforcement Board
schedules public hearing
e-mail: jo.burkeentlatu

The Murray Code Enforcement Board
will hold a public bearing on lliesday at 5
p.m. in the City Hall Council Chambers.
located on the second floor at 104 North 5th
St.. Murray.
This will be to review property maintenance and noise control citations.
All interested persons are invited. For
more information contact the city clerk's
offke at 762-0330.

Jo's
Datebook

CCHS Band show Friday

Calloway County High School Band will
present a preview show, "Bring On the Night"
on Friday at 5:15 p.m. at the Jack Rose Stadium
at the high school. The band is directed by Gary
Mullins. The public is urged to attend this special show.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Farmers' Market open Saturday
The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to I
p.m.(until sold out) at the Calloway County Fairgrounds, located on
Ky. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. Items available include sweet corn,
tomatoes, watermelons, broccoli, black berries, fresh tilapia. squash,
cucumbers, herbs, red and white cabbage. green, yellow, red and
white onions, zucchini. assorted peppers, green beans, okra, garlic,
pinto beans, bar-b-que. all natural beef (Saturday only), sorghum.
honey and much more.

Downtown Market Saturday
Herrington and Morrow

Kingins and Tipps

Claire Marie Hernngton and John Marshall Morrow were married Saturday, May 16, 2009, at Mt. Vernon Place, Tupelo. Miss.
David Swanger officiated at the morning garden ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Kent and Wyneth Herrington of
klmo. Ky., and the granddaughter of Mary Bess Clark and the late
Oscar and Dorothy Clark and of Don and Elaine Herrington, all of
Tupelo, Miss.
The groom is the son of Chris and Nan Morrow of Columbus,
Miss., and the grandson of James and Marion Meade of Starkville.
Miss., and Edsel and Etta Kate Umfress and the late Jahn Marshall
Morrow of Fulton, Miss.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a strapless gown
with a sweetheart neckline in front and a more dramatic sweetheart
on the back outlining the delicate silk organza ruching. Detailed
embroidery and beadwork adorned the bodice and line of the hem.
Swarovski crystal buttons were applied to the entire length of the
chapel train. The fingertip length veil had scalloped edges with
Swarovski crystals and pearls. She carried a bouquet of cream and
:lade roses and green and blue hydrangeas.
Caitlin Herrington of Almo, sister of the bride, served as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Marion Morrow. sister of the groom, Anna
Meade, cousin of the groom, and Sophie McNeil, friend of the
bride. The bridal attendants wore sleeveless, v-necked, green. tealength dresses. They carried bouquets of blue hydrangeas and cream
roses.
Also serving as attendants were: ring bearer Kobe Allen and
flower girls Cailyn Clark and Caleigh Ann Robertson, all cousins of
the bride. The flower girls wore green polka dotted organza dresses
with a full tea length skirt and a sheer upper bodice. They carried
baskets of shredded memorabilia from the couple's dating years.
Keeping the guest register was Courtney Britt, friend of the brtde
and groom.
Richard Carroll of Vicksburg. Miss., served as best man, and
groomsmen were Clark Herrington, brother of the bride, David
Morrow, brother of the groom, and Scott Tran. Ushers were Justin
Arnold, friend of the bride, and Rob Smith, friend of the groom.
A brunch reception followed the ceremony. A mad hatter style
wedding cake with green polka dots was served, topped with the
monogram M. The groom's cake was chocolate confection with a
broken chocolate frosting. topped with chocolate covered strawberries.
After a wedding trip to Orca's Island, Washington, the couple
resides in Hattiesburg. Miss., where they are both finishing their
degrees.

Carla Jean Kingins and Jason Wade Tipps were married Friday,
May 22. 2009, at 6:30 p.m. at Green Turtle Bay Resort with Bro.
Caleb Skinner of Four Rivers Church officiating.
Parents of the bride are Jeannie Pat Kingins and Kent Kingins of
Murray Her grandparents are Thelma Miller and the late Cy Miller
of Hazel and Betty Kingins and the late Hal K. Kingins of Murray.
Parents of the gloom are Sheila Troup and Jerry Tipps of
Tullahoma, Tenn. His grandparents are Ruth Smith and the late
Charles Smith and Bill Tipps and the late Louise Tipps, all of
Tullahoma.
Sarah Kutka of Wauconda, Ill., sister of the bride, was the matron
of honor and Ashley Futrell of Murray was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaid was her sister, Ashley Kingins of Murray. Bella Kutka.
niece of the bride, was flower girl.
John Slater of Tullahoma was bestman. Groomsmen were Jerry
Tipps, father of the groom, and Kevin Duke. both of Tullahoma.
Ringbearer was Alex Slater, son of John and Jennifer Slater.
A dinner and dance followed at the Green Turtle Bay Conference
Center.
The bride is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School and a 2007
graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in
business administration. She is employed by Combine Insurance
Company as an account executive.
The groom is a 1996 graduate of Tullahoma High School and a
2004 graduate of the University of Alabama with a bachelor's
degree in history. He is employed by Combine Insurance as a territory manager.

driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or
night; or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
Murray State University Stewart
stadium parking lot."

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 3:15 p.m. in the conference room of the school. All
interested persons are invited.

Cross Stitch Class scheduled
A Free Counted Cross Stitch and Needlework Exhibit will be
Monday. Aug. 17, in the event room of Calloway County Public
Library. Drop in between 12 and 2 p.m. The public is invited and
class supplies are free. This event is being sponsored by Western
KY/TN Stitchers Embroiders' Guild of America - Murray Chapter.
For information call Carla at 753-9331 or Terri at 436-5588. Persons
are urged to attend, bring a friend, learn a new skill and share the joy
of stitching.
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Concerned Taxpayers to meet
Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County will meet today
(Thursday)from 2 to 4 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. This will be a planning meeting for the Freedom Tea Party
to be held Saturday, Sept. 12, 2009, here in Murray.

Red Cross event tonight
The annual Volunteer Recognition for Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. Light refreshments will be served.
All board members, Red Cross volunteers, Community volunteers,
state and county officials and all Red Cross supporters are invited.

Pfeifers will perform Saturday
The Pfeifers will present a concert on Saturday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Reed Conder Gymnasium. 415 High School Road, Benton. For
more information call 1-270-527-6003.

Aluminum cans needed for
fundraiser by WATCH Center
WATCH Center at 702 Main
Murray. needs aluminum
stilt's for an on-going fund-rais151g project.
:.Peggy Williams. director, said.
These may be taken to the center during regular hours: or perions may drive through the

The Downtown Saturday Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m. to
noon on Murray's Court Square. Items on the market include home
grown strawberries. tomatoes, lettuce, radishes, cabbage, asparagus.
green onions, plants, herbs, tilapia fish, fresh baked breads, rolls,
muffins, pies, cookies and organic plant food and soil conditioner
For more information call Murray Main Street, 759-9474 or Martha
Ails, market coordinator, 753-7222.

Fiend

Quinn Chapel plans event
Quinn Chapel A.M.E. Church will have a bake sale Saturday
starting at 9 a.m at the Hazel C Mart parking lot.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Photo provided

PRESENTATION: Jackie Heim. left, was presented with a gift
and club members for her years of service to
the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The
presentation was made by Lillian Robertson, right.

from the officers

We will again be sponsoring our

CLOTHING &
SCHOOL SUPPLY
GIVEAWAY
Saturday, August 1, 2009
from 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
at the

Green Plain Church of Christ
LOCATION: The church building is located southeast of Murray
— one mile off Highway 641 — near the corner of Green Plain
& Murray Paris Roads.

QUESTIONS: 270-492-8206

READ THE
COMMUNITY
L PAGE DAILY

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunnngham at 753-6646.

Freshmen Orientation planned
Murray High School Freshmen Orientation and schedule/fee day
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday. Aug. 7, at the school.

CCHS Class of 1979 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 is planning for its
30-year reunion. Anyone interested in planning the event is asked to
call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Entire Menu $9.99 or Less!
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.; Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Located Approx.

Closed Mondays
15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496
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Youth Sewing 'Train the
'Drainer' Workshop planned

Dedding
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The Purchase Area Master
Clothing Volunteers will be
offering a Train-the-Trainer
Workshop
on Monday
from
10
a.m, to noon
at
the
American
Legion
Building.
310
Bee
Creek Dr.,
Extension which is
across from
Notes
the
Bee
By
La Dawn Hale Creek
Calloway County Soccer
Extention Agent Complex.
Anyone
for Family &
who
IS
Consumer
interested in
Sciences
assisting the
youth of the community to learn
sewing skills is strongly encouraged to attend.
The purpose of the workshop
is to teach volunteers who teach
youth how to sew via
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Henderson and Day

Cooperative Extension programs the 4-H guidelines by
which garments should be sewn.
Sewing volunteers from across
the Purchase Area are invited to
attend. Each volunteer for the
C'al low ay County Extension
Family & Consumer Sciences
Learn to Sew Program is strongly encouraged to attend.
We all sew a little differently
and have our own creativity.
Therefore. as a result of this
workshop, everyone will be able
to teach the students who participate in Extension sewing programs the same techniques. No
supplies or sewing machines
will be needed for this workshop. For more information or
to register for the workshop, call
the Calloway County Extension
Office at 753-1452.
Educational programs of the
Cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of
race, color, age. sex, religion.
disability or national origin.

Graue and Walling

Vonya Carole Henderson of Olive Branch, Miss., and Franklin
Carl Day of Memphis. Tenn., were married Saturday. June 27. 2009,
at Bell City Baptist Church, Bell City, Ky.
The bnde is the daughter of John and Dedra Henderson of Sedalia
and the granddaughter of the late Jesse Leon Henderson Sr. and the
late Pauline Henderson of Mayfield and of Lynwood and Euple
Morris of Sedalia.
• The groom is the son of the late Franklin Elliott Day of Benton
County. Miss., and Leona Lipe of Burlington. Kan.
Steve Cochrum officiated at the ceremony. The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
The wedding party included the maid of honor. Vickie Henderson
of Laurel. Md., sister of the bride; best man, Woody Fugate of
Tulsa. Okla.. brother-in-law of the groom; junior bridesmaid.
Briana Henderson of Sedalia, niece of the bride; flower girls,
Paisley Henderson of Sedalia. niece of the bride. Malina Day.
Prattville, Ala.. and Madeline Burton of Collierville. Tenn., granddaughters of the groom; ring bearer, Teagan Day of Prattville. Ala.;
grandson of the groom; groomsman. Nathan Forsythe of Memphis,
Tenn.. grandson of the groom.
A reception was held at the home of the bride's grandparents.
Lynwood and Euple Morris of Sedalia.
The wedding flowers were designed by Euple Morris, grandmother of the bride. Also assisting were W.F. Hendley for bride's bouquet
and boatonnieres, Vickie Henderson for bnde and groom cakes. and
Dianneletton and Debbie DuBois, cousins of the bride, for decorations. Stacy Jetton, cousin of the bride, kept the register book.
The bride is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University with a
.masters degree in accounting and is currently employed as the corporate inventory manager at Helena Industries. Collierville. Tenn.
The groom is currently employed as the operations manager of
Volunteer Express, Memphis. Tenn.
After a honeymoon in St. Louis. Mo., the couple is residing in
Olive Branch, Miss.
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Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Graue of Murray announce the marriage of
their daughter. Mercedes Marie Graue, to Jacob Ethan Kyle
Walling, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walling of Oklahoma.
The ceremony took place on Friday, June 19, 2009, at 7 p.m. at the
family home at the Oakes with church family, friends and neighbors
attending.
Rev. Mark and Karen Welch of New Life Church in Murray officiated at the ceremony. Debbie Furgison provided the music.
The groom was recently discharged from the United States Army
which included a tour of duty in Iraq.
The couple is now residing in Oklahoma.

Finney graduates
from dental school
Emily Pyle Finney received
her doctorate of dental medicine
degree from theUniversity of
Louisville School of Dentistry
during graduation services on
May 9. 2009.
Finney is a 1998 valedictory
graduate of Calloway County
High School and a 2002
Presidential Scholar graduate of
Murray State University.
Before entering dental school.
she taught high school science
and chemistry at Mayfield High
School and Talawanda High
School in Oxford. Ohio.
She is the daughter of Billy
Joe and Yvette Watson Pyle of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Faye Pyle and the

late Raymond Pyle of Murray,
formerly of Clinton. and the late
Dwight and Elizabeth Watson of
Murray.
Dr. Finney has joined the Dr.
David Andrews Family Dental
Practice of Colombia, Tenn.
She and her husband. Brad
Finney, live in Nashville. Tenn.

Photo provided

ATTEND MEETING: Six members of the National Federation
of the Blind Murray Chapter attended the 19th ADA Rally in
Frankfort on July 27. Those in attendance include, from left,
back row, Brenda Kimbro, Jackie Kimbro, Ashley Dixon, front
row, Danny Perry, Anetta Perry and Jennifer Hall. For more
information on the NFB Murray Chapter call President Danny
Perry, 270-753-0911.

at 5:30 p.m. at the
toad, Benton. For

eke sale Saturday
Photo provided

)9 will meet today
,ay County Public
am at 753-6646.
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: reunion
is planning for its
e event is asked to

GUEST SPEAKER: Matt Marlin, director of Murray/Calloway
Co. Parks, spoke recently to the Kiwanis Club about the plans
for the park system. He also shared about needs for the park
and how local organizations such as Kiwanis can help.
Kiwanis meets every Thursday at noon at Ryan's. For more
information on Kiwanis contact Brenda Call, 753-7870.

Emily Pyle Finney

Say

hello A. yoth neighbors at Heritage Bank!

Sidewalk Sak **dais!
‘C What a pleasure to be a part of a banking family where
and

4111111

customers are treated like neighbors instead of numbers. Heritage Bank
has suds a long and respected history in this community. I'm truly

Buy 1, Get 1 FREE!

thrilled to work with such terrific people as those
And I'm particularly looking forward to

CD & T-Shirt Sale!!

—JIMMY DAN

at Heritage

Bank.

working with you!"

HICKS,

MARKET PRESIDENT

OF HERITAGE BANK IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
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THROW •THE STORE & COFFEE BAR!
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CITYWIDE SIDEWALK SALE
Fri., July 31st thru Sun., Aug. 2nd

Nurray-Calloway Canty
SOS N. 12th St. • Muttay, KY
(270) 753-3171
wwwanymurray.com

Fri., July 31

SIDEWALK SALE
50-75% Off Storewide!
Photo Frames • Home Accents
Framed Prints • Specialty Gifts • Prints
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Sidewalk Sale 50% Off

Ellaby Items 40% Off
Monogrammed Items 40% Off
A Special thanks for a great year!!!
An Appreciation Drawing at the Door for

The

GALLERY
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THROU GI-JDUT Ti-JE

Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing
301 N. 12th St. • University Square
(270) 759-1019
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Murray, KY 42071
(270) 153-1§51
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Children's Clothing & Accessories

Bella
Handbags

Pods

209 N. 12th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071
270-753-7534
Mon-Fri. 10-5 p.m. Sat. 10-4 p.m.

Ca

WE NOW HAVE GIRLS SIZES UP TO 6X AND BOYS UP TO 7

rove SIDEWALK SALE
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Sidewalk Sale

UP TO 50% OFF
Select Merchandise
Thurs., July 30;Fri., July31 & Sat., Aug. 1
Como Soo Our
Full Lim,of

Clothing
Accetssesriess

•Maio& Kidie, Val* Mete.Oink% Pettis('
I1IAseeeseriss O.Mors
•Welly O.Masi Registry Avollaids
Free Delivery fi- Gift Wrapping

-

400 Main Street • Murray, Kentucky • (270) 767 0007

tit Mace
305-C S. 12th St.• 753-5678
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Fresh Produce & More
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Kentucky Farmers Market Week
July 25th - August 1st
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All varieties - Iris Rhizomes
available
Ken-Tenn Chapter
American Iris Association
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Through October 24th
7:00 a.m. — Noon
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Vendor Info 753-7222 • Downtown Court Square

SIDEWALK SALE
up to

?or!!!
)oor for

75% OFF!

THURSDAY, JULY 30th - SATURDAY, AUGUST 1st

OR"!
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rray, KY 42071
the Most Unique Men's Store
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University Plaza • Murray
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
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.ew and Used Books • Bibles
" Cards • Gifts • Collectibles
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Adult Sports Apparel

50%0

*Murray Tigers

ble
Bella Taylor
Handbags & Bible Cases

CIRCLE

Lose

QD

MSU Racers)S\
Wi/cleots.

MCANDLES

SIDEWALK SALE
FRI. & SAT.!

SPRING & SUMMER GIFTWARE
*Garden Accents

*Selected Planters

Sale Starts Saturday, August 1st.
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Calloway Laker&

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

GREAT SACK TO SCHOOL STUFF!

,
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SIDEWALK SALE FRIDAY & SATURDAY
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75% OFF

•Sunglasse-

.Handbags

SELECT ITEMS

•Jewelruf

•\,Vatclies

•Nome
Decor

• And More!

50% OFF
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
•

Thurs., Fn. & Sat - JO am-h pm
_CORNER OF 12TH & SYCAMORE
753-9229
www whttruresgells.com

•

t)4 S. 4th St. • Court Square • Murray • (270) 761-BAGS(2247141
Hours: Mort.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2
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JEFF ROBERSON AP
Julio Lugo celebrates as he rounds third and
heads for home with the game-winning run as
Dodger pitcher Jeff Weaver walks off the field
during the 15th inning Thursday night in St.
Louis. The Cardinals won 3-2 when Albert
Pujols hit a game-ending single scoring Lugo.

That's A
Winner,
Folks
fon
me photos
Former Murray Ocher Roman Kelly (left) and former Calloway County pitcher Josh Reynolds (right) will both play college baseball next spring
for Freed-Hariernan, an NAIA program in Henderson, Tenn,

MURRAY'S KELLY, CALLOWAY'S REYNOLDS
Will TEAM UP AT FFtEED-HARDSVIAN
ey TOMMY MAID
Sports Writer
oman Kelly and Josh
Reynolds have always been
rivals on the baseball diamond.
Kelly, who was Murray's ace
• pitcher during the 2009 season, and
• Reynolds, Calloway County's chief
.
4; arrn in 2008, are used to lining up
".:. opposite one another in 4th District
4 rivalry games.
; They're a little more green when
it comes to being teammates
.
But that's exactly what Kelly and
j Reynolds will be next spring when
i they suit up for Freed-Hardeman, an
i NAIA program in Henderson, Tenn.
.7;
The best part? The Lions' colors
'are a perfect mixture of Calloway
i
4 red and Murray gold.
7,
"Me and Roman were rivals and
4 competitive against each other, but
1 we were always friends outside of
4 baseball," said Reynolds, who spent
'4
...; the past season redshirting at
Wabash Valley Community College
... in Illinois. "It will be nice to be able
J
.4 to play with him."
3
Kelly signed with Freed4 Hardeman last week, ending a
;recruitment period that began during
the high school season.
.
,4.
Reynolds has yet to officially
;sign, but gave the Lions a verbal
;
4

R

3

commitment on Monday.
ing out of the bullpen.
While Kelly had anticipated conReynolds has become somewhat
tinuing his career with Freed, the accustomed to the role in Marion
offer came out of the blue for this summer, where he's tossed 38
Reynolds, and it wouldn't have innings, accumulated a 3-3 record
come at all if not for his former rival. and posted a 4.23 earned run averKnowing that Reynolds was age primarily in relief.
looking for a change of scenery,
Kelly, on the other hand, spent
Kelly made a proposition to first- the summer as the ace of staff for
year Lions coach Jonathan Estes — American Legion Post 26 in
ask the former Laker standout down Mayfield.
for a tryout.
The key to starting in college for
"We keep up with each other and Kelly will be to keep his pitch count
I knew he didn't want to go back to down.
Wabash," Kelly said "I knew he
"From our experience with
could pitch for them."
Roman, he's tended to be a guy
After seeing several of Reynolds' that's a high pitch count guy," Estes
games as a member with the Marion said. "He pitches well, has good offBobcats in the KIT summer league. speed pitches and has a high upside.
Estes agreed and offered.
But he'll learn to be a little more
Reynolds and Kelly are just two aggressive and not run his pitch
parts of a foursome of former First count so high."
Region standouts headed south to
Kelly was being courted by forthe Freed-Hardeman campus this mer Lion coach Patrick McCarthy
fall. Joining them will be Graves back in the spring. When McCarthy
County's Joe Mike and Marshall resigned, the offer was temporarily
County's Daniel Riley.
rescinded.
The Lions boast a roster of 55
Estes re-offered after watching
players and field a full junior varsity Kelly pitch several Legion games.
squad, making competition for startKelly called the coach to officialing spots on the varsity team stiff.
ly accept while traviling between
But Estes said he expects both junior college tryouts in Mississippi.
local products to earn varsity spots.
"I figured that's what I was going
It's also likely, however, that both to doall along," he said. -I just wantwill begin their college careers corn- ed to keep my options open. I was

At a Glance
Freed-Mardeuran University
Where: Henderson, Tenn
Offeeillcadonr NAIA
Conference: TranSouth Conference
Enronment. 942
AffIlletIon: Churches of Chan
leclownie: Lions
Color& Red and Gold
2006 record: 35-16

down there throwing for a couple
schools and I just didn't really care
for them, so I called (Estes) and told
him I'd sign."
Playing college baseball has been
a goal for Kelly since his early high
school days. He spent his junior year
as Murray's No. 2 pitcher behind
Bradley Cobb, who now plays for
Murray State, and earned his chance
in the spotlight as a senior.
"All through high school. I've
always said I wanted to play college
ball," he said. "It's going to be a different game — less strikeouts, more
hits — but it's something I'm going
to have to adapt to and work harder
at than I did in high school."
Both Kelly and Reynolds enjoyed
dominant prep careers. Kelly was
named All-Region after a senior season in which he posted a 2.42 ERA
and struck out 87 hitters over 55
innings.
Reynolds' best year was his jun•See FORCES,9

PUJOLS PROVIDES
GAME-WINNING SINGLE,
SCORING LUGO
By LB. FALLSTIOM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Seven innings after Clayton
Kershaw concluded a brilliant owing, the Los
Angeles Dodgers had their first four-game losing
streak of the season.
Albert Pujols lined an RBI single over the head
of center fielder Matt Kemp with two outs in the
15th
inning
Wednesday night,
giving the St. .
Louis Cardinals a
3-2 victory over Team
Rec. % G8
the Dodgers.
St. Louis
56-48 538 —
The NL West
Chicago
53-46 535 1/2
leaders were the
Houston
51-50 505 31i2
last team in the Milwaukee
50-51 495 4 1,2
majors to lose Cincinnati
45-55 450 9
three straight and Pittsburgh
43-58 426 111/2
they were one
strike from ending that skid in regulation.
"This was just a tough game." Dodgers manager
Joe Torre said. "But it was a remarkable game on
both sides."
Both teams had several chances in extra innings
in a game that lasted 4 hours, 53 minutes and
included 453 pitches.
-By my count, there were about three different
games," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said.
"Heroics all over the ballpark on both sides."
Kershaw allowed four hits and struck out seven
in eight scoreless innings, a career high. He is 5-0
with an 0.79 ERA in his last nine starts, and loss
ered his ERA to 2.76.
Blake Hawksworth (I-0) allowed two hits and
struck out three with an intentional walk in three
innings for his first career victory.
Jeff Weaver (5-4) worked two perfect innings
before running into trouble in the 15th when
Brendan Ryan led off with a triple. Two outs later,
Pujols delivered on a full count.
"It was huge the way we battled back," Pujols
said. "In a game like this, you have to make a lot of
great plays."
The Cardinals are 11-2 against the Dodgers at 4year-old Busch Stadium, and 17-3 at home against
Los Angeles since 2004.
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PGA ROUNDUP
.4

Pros express regard for troubled Buick Open
•E

TROUBLED ECONOMY HAS TOURNAMENT LEAVING TOWN AFTER WEEKEND
ey DAM OMINT
Associated Press Writer
GRAND BLANC TOWNSHIP, Mich.
1
(AP) — Two-time champion Tiger Woods
I will be making his ninth appearance in the
• Buick Open. In the face of Buick's plans to
.! pull its tournament sponsorship after this
year, he hopes it won't be his last.
•
"Obviously this area's been struggling a
bit," Woods said. "I think the atmosphere,
• all the players have really enjoyed playing in
front of the fans here. It is very intimate."
General Motors Co. will end its half-cen•
.1
tory run as sponsor of the Buick Open, a person briefed on the decision told The

Associated Press this week. The person
spoke only on the condition of anonymity
because the announcement will not be made
until the tournament ends.
Whatever the status of sponsoring agreements, several PGA Tour pros expressed
their affinity for the Warwick Hills course's
tree-lined fairways, short layout and distinctly human feel.
It's the small-town atmosphere that
makes the Buick unlike many PGA Tour
stops.
-That kind of support, that kind of commitment from the fans to come out and see
us play. yeah," 2003 champion Jim Furyk

said. "That's what makes a golf tournament
special and what the guys enjoy"
Fifty miles north of Detroit, Grand Blanc
has big-city ties without the need to compete
with other major sports.
"It's easy to do Chicago or Boston. It's a
big deal. It's the PGA Tour, it's still Tiger
Woods and the best golfers in the world. But
you have to go against the Phillies and the
Celtics," Furyk said. "We really thrive in
those small-medium size cities ... You can
feel a sense in the crowd because it's a big
deal around those towns."
Sometimes, this even includes running
•See BUICK, 9

•E
•

CARLOS OSORIO /AP
Tiger Woods, with his caddy Steve Williams, left, prepares for
a shot on the 8th hole during Wednesday's Buick Open ProAm at Warwick Hills in Grand Blanc, Mich.
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OVC ROUNDUP

DeBauche named new OVC commissioner
DEBAUCHE WILL BE ONE
I OF FIVE WOMEN HEADING
I
UP DIVISION I
CONFERENCES
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (API
—
liralseth "Beth- DeBauche is the Ohio
'Valley Conference's new commissioner,
leaving her job as director of Division I at
ithe NCAA.
In the hiring announced Wednesday,
:DeBauche (de-BUSH) will start in mid5September as the league's seventh fulldime commissioner succeeding Jon
:Steinbrecher — who left for the MidAmerican Conference in May.
DeBauche will be one of five women

heading up Division 1 conferences, the
eighth all-time.
"I am both humbled and delighted to
have been selected by the presidents as the
commissioner of the Ohio Valley
Conference, given its history of academic and athletic
excellence," DeBauche said
in a statement. "I am excited to have the opportunity
to serve the presidents,
administrators, faculty and
student-athletes of the
OVC and I am looking for- Dimeauche
ward to a bright future for the conference."
The other four currently include commissioners Bernadette McGlade at the
Atlantic 10 and Patty Viverito of the
Missouri Valley Football Conference and

executive directors Robin Harris of the
Ivy and Carolyn Salle Femovich of the
Patriot.
DeBauche has worked with Division 1
at the NCAA since August 2002. She also
worked at the Southeastern Conference
between 19% and 2002 and started at
Vanderbilt as assistant athletic director for
compliance between 1994 and 19%.
Robert Bell. Tennessee Technological
University president and chair of the OVC
board of presidents. called DeBauche an
outstanding find for the league.
"We are excited to have someone of the
caliber of Beth DeBauche join the Ohio
Valley Conference. She not only brings a
wealth of experience from the NCAA. but
she has also worked on campus and in the
SEC office, covering all the bases,- Bell
said.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
SY
L Pct GB
New Yon,
62 39 614
Boston
58 42 580 3 1 2
Tampa Bay
55 47 539 7 1.2
Toronto
49 53 48013 12
Bat/Ninon,
43 57 43018 1 2
Central Division
W
L Pc1 GB
Detroit
53 47 530
Minnesota
52 50 510
2
Chicago
51 51 500
3
C leveland
42 60 412
12
Kansas City
40 60 400
13
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
60 40 600
—
Texas
56 43 566 3172
Seattle
53 48 525 71/2
Oakland
17
43 57 430

AROUND THE BLUEGRASS

!Fort Campbell high school football player dies
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VA LHA LLA EXPECTED TO GET TWO
PGA EVENTS;
UK-WKU SIGN
• 4-YEAR FOOTBALL
CONTRACT
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.
(AP) -- A 16-year-old Fort
Campbell football player has
died after becoming disoriented
following practice.
Vanderbilt
Children's
Hospital spokeswoman Laurie
Holloway
says
Timothy
Williams died at the Nashville
hospital Wednesday.
Defense Department schools
spokeswoman Cindy Gibson
says it's not yet known why
Williams was stricken after
Tuesday's practice. She says the
coach noticed Williams was
"disoriented." and that first aid
was administered and an ambulance called. Williams was taken
to the post hospital and transferred to Vanderbilt.
Gibson described the practice
as "routine" and noted that temperatures were in the 70s.
Williams would have been a

junior when school starts next
week and would have been in
his third year with the team.
Newt 2 MA events
expected at Whelk
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A newspaper is reporting that
two PGA of America events are
expected to return to Valhalla
Golf Club in Louisville in the
next few years.
The Courier-Journal reports
that the PGA is expected to
announce at a news conference
Thursday that the 2011 Senior
PGA championship and the
2014 PGA Championship will
be held at Valhalla. The newspaper obtained a copy of a letter
that PGA of America championship director Ben Rubin
recently sent to officials in
Louisville outlining the plans.
Valhalla has been the site of
both events, as well as the Ryder
Cup matches between American
and
pros
European
in
September. Golf legend Jack
Nicklaus designed the course.
Kentucky, Wagers Kentucky
slip feurionne dud
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
It took Kentucky and Western
Kentucky nearly a century to

meet on the football field.
The schools won't have to
wait quite that long for the
rematch.
The Wildcats and the
Hilltoppers announced a fourgame series beginning in 2010
that includes a pair of games at
LP Field in Nashville.
Kentucky will host WKU at
Commonwealth Stadium in
2010 and 2012 while the
Hilltoppers will serve as host for
the Wildcats when the teams
meet in the season-opener in
Nashville in 2011 and 2013.
Kentucky won the only game
between the two schools 41-3
last year in Lexington.
The Hilltoppers begin 2009
as a full-fledged member of the
Sun Belt Conference after moving up from the Football
Championship Subdivision.
WKU athletic director Wood
Selig said playing in Nashville
gives fans of both teams a
opportunity.
unique
The
Hilltoppers will be designated
the home team for both games.
"Opening the 2011 and 2013
seasons in Nashville is a creative and unique way to grow
our program's visibility," Selig

Forces
From Page 8
ior season, which he finished with an 0.99 ERA
from the No. 1 slot and held opponents to a .148
batting average.
He committed to Wabash Valley prior to the
start of his senior season, but was redshirted and
never saw game action. Recruited to be an infielder, he was moved to the outfield and wanted a
change of course.
"It just didn't really work out there: he said.
"It wasn't anything 1 did or the coaches did, it just
wasn't a good fit. (Freed) will be nice because I
know I can be there for four years and won't have
to transfer."

Freed-Hardeman has been a popular basketball
destination for First Region graduates over the
years, and Estes sets no reason why the school,
located just south of Jackson, Tenn., can't build a
healthy recruiting base in western Kentucky.
The Lions went 35-16 in 2009 and finished
third out of eight teams in the TranSouth Athletic
Conference.
"There are a lot of good players in that area and
1 think in the past. it's been under-recrdite(1," Estes
said. "There aren't a lot of colleges in the area and
I think it's going to be a place we'll look every
year for guys that will be able to help our program.-

said. it will also be great for
football fans and youth players
throughout the region."
The Wildcats have had plenty
of success at LP Field in recent
years, winning the Music City
Bowl there in 2006 and 2007.
Kentucky's ability to draw large
crowds to the home of the NFL's
Tennessee Titans made them an
attractive pick for the bowl and
the stadium was an obvious
choice for the meeting.
Though
Houchens
Industries-L.T. Smith Stadium
has undergone a major renovation that's coincided with
WKU's move to the Football
Bowl Subdivision, the new
25,000-seat capacity was far too
small to accommodate the farts
of both teams.
"It wouldn't make sense,
financially, for either team when
you have the opportunity to
draw a large number of fans to
an area that's beneficial for both
sides," Selig said.
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
said the combination of venue,
location and opponent is a perfect fit.
"It makes sense for our fans,
it makes sense for our players,
who enjoy the experience of
playing in an NFL stadium." he
said.
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Wednesday's Glows
L A Angels 9 Cleveland 3
Seattle 3 Toronto 2
Baltimore 7 Kansas Crty 3
N S Yankees 6 i'arnpa Flak. 2
Oakland 8 Boston 6
Detroit 13 Texas 5
Minnesota 3 Chicago White Sox 2
Thursday's dames
Kansas Gay (Hoehevar 6-31 at
&Wieners(Bargleen 6-5) 11 35 a m
Oakland (G.Gonzalez 2-2) at Boston
nester 9-7) 12 35 p m
Seattle (Olson 3-4) at Texas (Holland 36) 705 pm
N V Yankees (Pollute 9-6) at Chicago
White Sox (G.Floyd 8-6). 711 pm
Friday's Games
Boston at Balbmore. 6 05 p.m
Detrort at Cleveland 6 05 p m
Kansas City at Tarrpa Bay. 638 p m
Seattle at Texas. 7 05 p m
LA Angeis at Minnesota 7 10 p.m
N V Yankees at Chicago While Sox.
711 pm
Toronto at Oakland 905 pin

Wednesday's Ganes
Chicago Cubs 12. Houston 0
San Foncisco 1 Pittsburgh 0 10
Ore*
Florida 6 Atlanta 3
San Diego 7. Cincinnati'
Colorado at New York ppd rain
Mskvaukee 7 Washington 5
Si Louis 3 LA Dodgers 2 15 innings
Anzona 4. Philadelphia 0
Thursday's dimes
Colorado (Hammel 5-5) at N Y Mets
iJ Santana 11-8). 11 10 a m.. 151 game
San D.990 (Stauffer 0-2) at Cincinnati
(Gusto 8-7) 11 35 a m
Washington (J.Maren 0-1) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 9-7). 1 05 p m
Houston (R Ortiz 3-5) at Chicago Cubs
IK Hart 2-1). 1 20 p m
Atlanta (J Vazquez 8-7) at Florida
(VanclenHurk 1-0). 6 10 p m
Colorado (De La Rosa 8-7) at N Y Mets
(Nsese 1-0) 6 10 p m . 2nd game
L.A Dodgers (Kuroda 3-5) at St Louts
(Lofts. 4-6). 7 15 p.m
Philadelphia (R Lopez 3-0) at Seri
Francisco (.1 Sanchez 3-9 8 15 p.m
Friday's Games
Washington at Pittsburgh 6 05 uii
Anzona at N Y Mets 6 10 p m.
Chicago Cubs at Florida 6 10 p.m.
Colorado at Cams-slat, 6-10 pm
LA Dodgers at Atanta 6 35 p m.
HouslOn at SI Louis 7 15 p m
kfriellitzkee at San Diego. 905 p m.
Philedelphis st San Francesoa. 915 •
pm

•Buick
From Page 8
into some of the same fans and
marshals year after year.
"You see the same people on
the same greens, on the same
tees each and every year. You
kind of get to know them, say hi

to them, how's everything
going,- Woods said. "You don't
get to say that in any other tournament, except for maybe the
Masters because some people
have been going to the Master,
for 50-plus years in the same
seat.

** CLEARANCE SALE **
WhIte ?

OUTDOOR

111//Vst. o

Lawn Tractor
19 h.p. 42" Cut
Reg. $1,795 SALE

just opened
your

Mit
Zero Turn Mower

utility

23 h.p. 50" Cut

bill?

National League Standings
Al) Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
58 41 586
—
enkarse4oh)a
Floirla
6
53 48 525
Atlaffie
51 50 505
8
New issl,
10
48 51 485
Wasningion
32 69 317
27
Central Division
W
L Pot GB
St 1...6
56 48 538
-Chicagu
2
53 46 535 1,
H0415:0,1
51 50 505 3 12
1.4,1oraukee
50 51 495 4 1,2
Cakonnati
45 55 450
9
Post.,gn
43 5842811 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Los Angeles
62 39 614
San Francisco
7
55 46 545
Colorado
54 46 540 7 1/2
Anzona
441 58 43118 1/2
San Diego
40 62 39222 1/2

11,295

2,499

Reg. $2,995 SALE $

Simplicity,

attled back," Pujols
ave to make a lot of

Front Deck Lawn Tractor

ist the Dodgers at 47-3 at home against

17 hp. 44" Cut
Reg. $2,799 SALE $

Let us SAVE YOU UP TO 40%
with Cellulose Insulation by applegate
A difference you will see, feel & enjoy!

insulation

• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - made of 80% recycled newsprint

Our Home Office
939 St. Rt. 121
Murray. KY
ARLOS °SOAK)/ AP
, left, prepares for
Buick Open Pro-

116SNAPPER
Lawn & Garden Tractor
Tilt Wheel, Cruise, 23 h.p. 54" Cut

• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS - Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES - custom-fit wall spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system

1,995

Reg $5,980 SALE

31499

ENERGY STAR

s

CEGICED

2 Used
Push Mowers
LIME OFFER
200 East

Main Street • 753-8201
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18.50 Column Inch, OD, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I All 3 Adb Mart Ran itilthin r, Pay Pr
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide(

Surin Sof
holey

$8.25 First Day • 20 words or less. Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
••
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010
Latta
Maks

060
Malp Vilanted

DA
LP14/14N
RN or LPN for busy pechatnc practice. Must

will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board of Education Board Room, 208 South 13th Street, Murray, Kentucky on

be licensed in the State of Kentucky. Will
need good phone, organizational. and peop
,

August 13, 2009, at 6:30 P. M. to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 51.0 cents on
real property and 51.0 cents on personal property.

skills Must be willing to work a flexible
schedule Position will start as part time wim

The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2009 was 49 cents
on real property and 51.6 cents on personal property and
produced revenue of $2,041,026 The proposed General Fund
tax rate of 51.0 cents on real property and 51.0 cents on
personal property is expected to produce $2,184,200. Of this
amount $259,268 is from new and personal property
The compensating tax for 2010 is 48.9 cents on real property
and 48.9 cents on personal property and is expected to produce
$2,094,262.
The general areas to which revenue of $143,174 above 2009
revenue is to be allocated are as follows: unfunded State
mandates, salaries, and reductions in State funding.
The General Assembly has required publication of this
advertisement and information contained herein.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Sewer system will be conducting smoke
test of sanitary sewers in the following areas.
'Spring Creek Oaks and Canterbury Subdivisions
South to Clarks River
Sherwood Forest South to Clarks River
'Behind Saddle Creek Subdivision South to Clarks
River
'Westwood Subdivision South to Clarks River
"('ounty Cork Drive and Gatesborough Subdivision
South to Clarks River
Tabard Drive South to Clarks River
'Johnson interceptor South to Clarke River
'South 15th & Sycamore Street Southeast to Clarks
River
These test will assist us in locating breaka and
defects in the sewer system During the test, you
may see sasoke coming from vent stacks on
buildings or from boles in the ground. Don't be
alarmed The smoke has no odor, is non-tone, nonstaining. does not create a fire hazard and will dissipate in a few minutes
Some newer lines and manholes are located on the
backyard easement property line Whenever these
lines require investigation, members of the inspection crews will need access to the easements for the
sewer line, and manhole, Homeowners do not need
to be home and the workmen will not need to enter
your house
If smoke should enter your building during the test.
it probably means that there are defects in your
plumbing that could allow dangerous sewer gas to
enter Note the location of the smoke and call
)270)762-0536 to arrange a meeting with our inspector Open doors and windows to ventilate any smoke
that enters the building
If you have any questions regarding the smoke test
call 270)762-0336

LEGAL NOTICE
Robin Holmes & Tracy Holmes, 2118 Glenwoed
Drive, Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention
to apply for. Limited Liquor/Wine/Beer by the drink
licenses) no later than August 30, 2009 The business to be licensed will be located at 1901 U S 641
N, Murray. Kentucky 42071 doing business as The
Holmes Restaurant & Lounge The owners are as
follows Owner, Robin Holmes of 2118 Glenwood Dr ,
Murray, KY 42071, Owner, Tracy Holmes of 2118
Glenwood [Sr. Murray, KY 42071 Any person, association. corporation, or body politic may protest the
granting of the licensets) by writing the Department
of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort. KY 40601-8400. within 30 days of the
date of this legal publication

OFT THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers Sr.
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
8 Times will be
responsible for only
ono incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immodlatiely so corrections can
be made.
STOLEN
green
Army
03
Kawasaki 360, 4x4 4wheeler with winch. If
seen please call. 270978-5520.
Reward
offered.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources fellable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
risk.
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

'Trues
alift111111

the possibility of becoming full-time Please
send resume and cover letter to. P.0 Box
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071

NIRO STIII

st.)(110111Q GrettlYSTf
FARM

•orrritrac

5160/10 3006

Happy 80th
James Lockhart!

ollt 110f77 AT 7W WC
Brandon
270)348-4413

You are cordially invited to a
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
in honor of
JIM LOCKHART
Saturday, August 1 from
1:00 to 3:00 pm
University Church of Christ
Fellowship Hall
801 North 12th Street

LOST Black & Tan
male Beagle lost in
the Hazel area He is
weanng a John Deer
Green collar and
answeres to Charlie
Any information
please call
270-293-1413

Bring your memories
land a card if you wish I.
hut no gifts, please.

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

BEST Western is cur
iently
looking
for
housekeepers
Expenence preferred
No phone calls please
HOME
Decor
Company search for a
marketing assistant
For immediate consideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471

Full-time with benefits High school graduate
& two years experience with textbooks.
Knowledge of cash registers, point of sale
system, Microsoft Office Salary $8.84 hourly.
Click on "Employment Information* at
www.murraystate.eduihr for details & work
schedule
Apply at: MSU Human Resourcas,
404 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3312
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, WF/D, AA employer.

Consolidated
Management Co.
needs Food Service
Director at Mayfield.
KY plant Need someone with restaurant
experience, must be
flexible, hours vary.
M-Sat operation
-2shitts
Supervisory/Computer
Skills necessary
ServSafe Certification
a Plus'
Must pass background
and pre-employment
drug screen
Send Resume to
info0consolidatedmgmt.com

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mun ay ledger coot
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listings. Thank you
INVENTORY/QUALIT
Y Control Clerk
Looking for a detail
onented individual.
Ability to do some
heavy lifting. Hourly
rate plus benefits.
Compute,experience
preferred Apply in
person or send
resume to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N.
12th St.. Ste G,
Murray, KY 42071
Marketing
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work 25
positions available
No selling
Full/Part-time
Work Monday-Friday
$7 25-$16 per hour
Paid Weekly
762-9900

JOB Opening: CHEF
Pnmary duties include
developing and revising
recipes
and
menus, specifying food
products, food preparation,
presentation
and
service,
Overseeing catering
service and providing
leadership in all culinary skills, including
quality control, safety
and sanitation, and
customer
service.
Willing to pay up to
$15.00 per hour based
on experience. If interested, please call 270767-3231 or submit
your
resume
to
hrOchuckiones.net.
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
at
vnirw.bohlaidontal.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

CERTIFIED provide
has opening at in
home
daycare
Excepting all ages a
one of the lowes
rates. Years aspen
ence & references
270-293-5212.
DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
OFFICE & house
cleaning, weekly or biweekly, references
$15.00 an hour.
227-5944

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

The Place to
Start.

Murray

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

w ww.murraykyapartments.com

BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

'005 Dietraki Dr • Mama KY 4207!

utsm

Textbook Merchandiser

TAKING applications
for all positions Gates
pizza, apply in person
804 Chestnut St

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractor's 436-5235
227-6004

GOOD used carpeting
air cond sees baseboard & gas heaters
elec range, refrigerator, storm windows
etc 753-4109

'Murray

sCLAY) Kft1010011
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NOTICE OF HEARING
The MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF EDUCATION

Eleph,
at 26"
;lamps

F i 11 La
Fri.11 ut.
lot
Ifort5pA
$611AA
Thu.11 urL

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

270-753-8556
Arlides
For Sala
1998 Toro wheel horse
14- 38' HxL lawn tractor, recycler. $600
753-3317

TDD 14116445-1833 Ext211.3
WM MONTH PUSS RENT WITH I YEAR LEASE
Om wed Iwo Betirwen Apartments
Central Heat S Air
-ACCEP77NG APPLICATIONS a

-1

2003 12'x6' Cargo
Trailer. 293-1681.
ANTIQUE Iron full size
bed, garden window. 2
windows 31x37 and
other items. 753-4862
211 So. 13th st.
HEAVY
duty
grocery/convenient
mart shelving. Can be
seen at 408 N. 12th
Make offer. 753-4663

Motorcyle
helmets,
ackets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.
220
Musical
PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens
$1000 per 30 minute
lesson Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787
Homes For Sete

SONY Flat Panel Ws
Full line of all Sony flat
Panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best
Sony's
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound rnstallation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices. locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
WSW murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.
1111
MOWN

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELNINS

**OWNER Finance16x80 3BR, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2.950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Pans. 270-753-1011
16X80 like new mobile
home. 3BR, 28A,
C/H/A, $400/mo plus
deposit.
Patterson
Point. 270-436-6280
2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 38R, 2BA,
excellent
condition
270-489-2525
MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches outbuildings & carport. 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5670

WHIRLPOOL washer,
GE dryer both $200
753-5958

3 year old king size
mattress, box spmgs &
bed frame. 293-9009
AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany drop
dining
leaf
table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs Double china
cabinet Loads of display & storage. $1,750.
759-1664
BROWN leather
sleeper couch & chair,
$12500
(270)570-1450
ELECTROLUX. Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners. discontinued
models, save big,
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
anticues
Road Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259

ER

ant To Rent

WANTED TO RENT
2-38R in the country.
Excellent references
Phone
(270) 436-5914

I

1 BR apt. venous loacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

1BR & 2BR apartments available Great
location. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
1BR 1.5 blocks horn
University. $225/mo
753-5992

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
S550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3/31:1 apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CA-1/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600
NICE 2BR, IBA
Duplex, stove, ref.
W/D hook-up. 5 mmn
North of Murray. $325
deposit. $325 rent.
(270)293-3761
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.;
We accept Section
8 voucners
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

2BR townhome loft
1 SBA, W/D, 2-car
garage $650/rent.
$500/deposit,
1 -year lease, no pets
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr
2BR, very nice, great
country view. C/H/A,
appliances, no pets.
Coleman RE. 7539898
M BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease.
$760/month, deposit
BR stove. refrigerator. W&D, no pets. 1
year lease. deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo 5375. 753-4937

TOWNHOUSES for
rent
4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove. washer & dryer
included_ Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call
270-348-0458

1BR,
unfurnished.
near campus, no pets.
non-smoking
unit.
month
per
$260
Available about August
121h. 753-5980
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

3813 vi
harctwr
4BR,
RE
753-98
4BR,
Lease
buy.
down F
270-29
859-40

It

R

ua For Rant

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

1

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 1BA North 18th.
$525/mo deposit &
lease 293-8867

Ara-. Find out what's I
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

1

MI RRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
Calloway
3 me. ...
.430m
6 me.
655.00 3
1 yr.--SINAI
1 yr. ----SIM%
Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mall
Subscriptions

3 mo.-476.50 3
6 mo.--$90.00 6 mo.
I yr.--.-$120.110 1 yr.---$14.5 00
Check

1913 apartment All utilities paid $450
per
month
plus
deposit 270-227-4325

3BR
Payne
606-56

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 moles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large
deck with great view
W/D, refngerator,
stove Very
quiet All utilities paid
including electric
WO/me plus deposit
No
tease required
270-492-8211

"roarS locirosaisi

1BR all utilities furnished. 3 blocks from
University.
$400/a
month 753-9749 ask
for Debbie Mac.

3 BR,
and h
rent. A
1st. (2

21313 duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Caeman RE
753-9898

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

3 BR, $295.00
753-6012

(270) 753-1713

2, 3B9 available
Various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

DUPLEX Lynn Grovel
on 94W. Large, 2BR.:
1.5 bath, garage, at
appliances.
C/H/A
water, sewer, and trash:
pick-up furnished 1:
small
,ndoor
pet
allowed
$675 mo.
293-7404

Money Order

Visa

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip__

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

•ay Ledger & Times
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Murray Ledger & limes

ABIOLUTIE AUCTION
August 15,2009 10 a.m:,
, 10`
i
LOCATION
'5O Nth 7th StNurray

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Aug. 1st, 2009•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY.
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. SO East to Hwy. 121 through
Coldwater, KY to Hwy. 1836 So. See auction signs.

EADLINES
Fri. 11 &a
Fri 11 u.

Nort5pis
WC pa
n.m. 11 un.
Thal pa

2
:
11

HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances,
water, sewer, trash
electric included

$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D,

$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

2BA. IBA
Duplex, stove, ref.
NICE

W/D hook-up 5 min
North of Murray $325
deposit. $325 rent.
(270)293-3761

ne 9aisy & Late Herbert fioyd state

.Elephants starts at 10:00 - Over 300 nice expensive elephants starting
-at 26- high & down - also stools - pillows - vases - planter box - table
lamps - powder dishes - unusual wood box - hand stitched quilts - nice
uclures - paintings & prints framed - glass top coffee & lamp table other lamp tables - small 3 drawer wicker chest - unusual card table 5 tier wicker shelf - kerosene lamp base - table & floor lamps - nice
old desk chair - roll top desk - quilt racks - large floor vases - rattan
plant stand - glass top server - 2 nice wing back chairs - nice dining
table w/6 mates & 2 captain chairs and two 18- leaves - fitalf tan
w/remote - nice luggage - coat rack - water dispenser - like new electrical lift chair - like new 6 drawer chest & 3 drawer bedside table - 2
small metal desks & table - king size bedding • camel saddle or stool
- oval glass china cabinet - 3 piece bedroom suite - maple table &
chairs - baskets - vacuum cleaner - comforters & afghans - fireplace
set - men & ladies clothes - costume Jewelry - lawn can - pots & pans
- nice heavy extension ladder - lot of Chnstmas items. Many other
items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

....2111111110
,
1311r

MC
Fruit Itterseeten Of Harx 121 SAW 641:Proceed South On Meg 641 To
Clwatnul St Turn Leff Onto Chestnut Proceed To N 7111 Turn RwIrt On1o N 7th
Proceed To Auction Sge Sipw Petde0111
BDRIV1 2 BATH BRICK HOME ON A 90 x183.S LOT

NICE FURNITURE • GUN • GLASSWARE
LOCATED N A PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD! CLOSE TO /MY. 841 8 HWY 121!
1 MILE MOW MURRAY STATE LINWERSITY1
REAL ESTATE: Bang A +1- 1 686 SO Ft 8rck Home Featunng 4 Bedrooms 2 Full Oaths Kier
[Mpg Am ',Nog Room Laity Room Extenor Features Of The Property Include Landseaprig
Wheel Crow Ramp Coserel Front Porch A 12 el2 Outbuilding & A Metal Shed MCI TNs Is
Situated On A90 0835 ,..01 Reel Estate Seib At 1010 MI Fligireess Of Priee.

REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE - GUN - PERSONAL PROPERTY
FURNITURE. Circa Rine Drat ..ea' Dining Tade ,,eree China ',ante GE Reingerator Maytag Cher
Frware Yhaner, ow re Size eio car:'We Dic voters Refrigerate. Sews Swing Madine Zan,
Console 'V Very Ornate Matching Colin Taw
End Tides Poe Oreti LA Char Doe Couch, 2 Beadle
latching Chsna Canes, rebore Lan Tate 2 face 'Pineapple POSt9.
Tot Beds DOtd BadEldlom Wood %care Ctae Area* Slag
Bee Outercling Mime Cak Dresser s Beveled togs Draws
More, Beset Chest
GLASSWARee• Severs Hens Or The Nest !Venous Saes;
Ras Salting Of Deltas Frie Owe Pawed Sew Weranie
Extensor Loada Fat Mend %Os Omsk %ides Rams Small
Apstances GE Dela lifenewie Odd SWUM Poe Pslt. gale in
Apr Pars Bodes Lams Pa °lenity law Cr Of Or
Panne Sened Caw Boyd 'Rain 8 Rue Seed J Rote In fice
Frew Lane Dales
GOAS tenches* Noel 74 22 Long Rlis

DAN MILLER (270435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY 0 PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS

DUPLEX Lynn Grove:
on 94W. Large, 2BR,.:
1.5 bath, garage. alti
appliances,
water, sewer, and trash:
pick-up furnished 1:
smail
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404

wdv.danniillerautloitcom
M Setvice Doesn t Cost. ft Pa s
Mousse For Rent
3 BR, 2 BA wi 5 acres
and horse barn to
rent Available Augus
1st (270) 293-5215
3BR
BRICK, 703
Payne St
606-561-5133
38R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
48R, 3BA. 2 acres.
Lease with option to
buy. $4366/rno with
down payment.
270-293-5090.
859-402-1119.

5BFI brick 2 5 BA
C/H/A. all appliances,
in Hazel, enclosed
backyard $625-i-dep ,
references, lease, no
pets. 753-1059

EXTRA

nice

3BR,

Southwes
NEAR
school, 3 BR. 1 5 BA,
garage, central gas
heat/ Sc, hardwood
floors, ceiling tans, no
animals, lease. rent &
deposit
(270/ 293-0247

2BA, home located in
Whitnell
Estates
Central Heat/AC. 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished. $900/mo ,
one year lease, references
&
deposit
Call
required.
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night

Thursday. July 30, 2009 • II
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Near MSU $20-50
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All fine ads placed in our paper

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

tt it

III II

r a I 1, il 1. 1. 11 111

J

are posted on our webette tor free!
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

RucTion

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4163
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

MYRON BOWLING

PON See
TUESDAY AUGUST 1 AT diPM

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTiON
60 ACRE FARM W/ NICE LAKE
21.73+/• ACRES W/ HOME,POOL,
POLE BARN LARGE MULTI-PURPOSE
BLDG. W/ BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT
fOfFERED IN 6 TRACTS)
MAYFIELD, GRAVES COUNTY, KY
SHOWING DAM Reweeentarnes we be at oom
properties on Sunday July 20 from 2 until 100 Pta
Showings at other trines can be arranged try calling the
auction
pail at 812 474 81013 or 000-26.4 00301
AUCTION LOCATION The auction we be IWO on sue
at 300 Tenn Hoes Road Take Hwy 58 wet of Meyfeld to
the Twin HA Road, pal east of the Naryllield Aoport gin
north to the auction location
Tracts 1 through 3comets 04 60.. - acne that is located
on State Route 2205 north of Hwy 121 and p north
of the Autumn Ridge Estates Subdroseron The in a
reek nos tract cif land ma greet location near Mayfield
KY Theme tracts we sated to prevois covenants
resInchons Granted the auction company la a copy
of the reenclons.
TRACT 1 consols of 1262. acres wets 2564 It
fronting 2205 The west end of Tract 1% open twid rah
the east end being wooded The is a beartitul potential
some arta
TRACT 2 =wets of 8 85. acres oath 25,-, ft
fronting 7205 The tract is mostly open fand and
once agar would metre a wonderful anng place in the
ccuetry
TRACT 3 comets or 3683.. acres and is needy all
niabie The tract has a nice small picturesque tate
There is a 50 deeded Wei of lard leeding to 2205
Tracts 4 & 5 we locoed at 390 Tenn Hal Road and
comprise a beautiful freng place
TRACT e consists of a 7 I.- acre home see that us
ono,owed with a home pool pole barn gwage and
large multi-purpose building with a beannut 'Gathering
The home has 3 bedrooms
Room Apartment
uncluding a master bedroom sue and patio doors trial
load to •dad, crealoolung the pool The farney room
has a Itreptace and patio doors leading to the pool The
otchen has race oars catenets ea Conan counter tops
and Oult re and CerdenSe tee Roof There us a dning
area on the family room
The properly us further mooned with a 4.803 square foot
mulb- purpose building an apartment and 2 large garage
areas The apartment has a 35'X35 "Gatherng Area"
with beautiful NIF&I.0011 floors, Tray caring. custom
butt cherry cabinets re grand* count.. tops, bedroom
& bath There es also a laundry area anti 'h bah The
shop arae has recie catonets and special SOWN tor
displaying cars or motorcyctes The property also has
a 30X30 arse wi concrete Sou
a 30 5413' pole been
The building Mao has a Wan-to on both sides
TRACT 6 comets of 2 182./- acres *At, frontage on
Tenn Hill Road The tract fronts Twin Hal Rd ers1 north
of Tract 4 and is ax idea home see
TRACTS consists of 12 313-u. acres wit an easement
horn Twin Hill Rd leading to the east Tract Ales behead
and east of TraCt 3 The tract has both open land and
wooded an... Tract 6 is an ideal hying place with a
cotrery feel yet pet minutes horn Mayfreld
AUCTIONEERS NOTE The us a wonderful real estate
There en farmland will great
auction opportunity
growth potential for Me investor sally rice hornet sites
race tong space and Woe ultimate 'Toy Box ' Plan on
checkingm
oot the opportunity
TRACT AUCTION METHOD: The property
we be offered Lang the Freeckar Tract Auction method
This method allows the adders to loot on any tncariclual
tract, any rombrnalton rat tracts or the entre prceoeny
at any time cluing the auction AS bids remain open
until ad competeve teddng has been exhausted The
properly will tel In the manner resulting in the lecthest
coce
TERMS: A 10N. depose will be required on day of
auceon web The balance due eaten 30 days The reel
estate wrIl tel at ABSOLUTE AUCTION to the legfiest
bidder
Mr 8 Pb, Steve Hiles& Own.

cem

•(*Of], IN. .1 •

CURRANMILLER
ALC noN / REALTY,INC

4.I

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

2BR, 1BA North 18th.

$525/mo deposit &

lease 293-8867

121 Morris Street-Approx. 16,800 SF concrete block building *steel
frame & bar lots) construction rubber single-ply roof. 16 clear height
Small office area & restroom (3) electrical overhead doors & (2) 36'
man doors 50% air-conditioned wlgas heat Monorail w/10 0004
lifting capacity Loading dock in the rear of the building Fenced area
in front Ample expansion area available This property interconnects
*117 & 119 Moms Street Properties (SELLS AS IS. ABSOLUTE)

Ind out what's!
happening
his summer... 1
subscribe to the

TIMES

"searie-**-

Local Mall
,

C.

1

M/C

(13) VACANT LOTS
IN SOUTH FULTON, TN 38257
e
e
e

Zip

ith payment to

-

Sr & Times

115 Morris Street-Approx 15.500 SF all steel construction.
non-combustible 16 clear height metal building (2) office spaces.
one wicentral HVAC system & one rethru-the•wall AC unit (4)
electhc overhead doors,(4) 36* man doors gas heat & hydraulic
service rack in the service bay Paved parking & service area in
the front & rear of the building wa full loading dock across the
rear (SELLS AS IS. SUBJECT TO OWNER CONFIRMATION)
119 Morris Street-Approx 6.500 SF 2-story building w an
Approx 6.750 addition. Entrance vestibule lobby area
conference room. mailroom, storage vault. computer room copy
room (19) offices & kitchen area Centrally wired for PBX
telephone system and in-house computer network Concrete
parking spaces Central HVAC w,gas heat. Covered loading
dock This property interconnects W117 & 121 Morris Street
(SELLS AS IS SUBJECT TO OWNER CONFIRMATION)

yr. ---S119.09

Visa

College Street. Morris Street, Mott
Street, Thelma Street & Thomas
Street. One lot has been improved
wla 600 SF concrete block building.

.•

$1200 00/month
year lease
270-492-8211

A Weise

P.O. Box 369• Ross, Ohio 45061
(513) 738-3311 • Fax (513) 738-0221
WWW.myronbowling.com
TN Author Company License 000004435. TN Auctionee s license 000005307
Visit www.myronbowling.com
for additional pictures & descriptions.

YARD SALE
1702 MAGNOLIA

4,11
sngln a‘Lept Ann
adnettimrst hv real s.talt
r. not in ,,uulatuo,uoirlrrlan. All
per.on, are heretv, informed
that all LI...riling, ad% erthed out
vadat4 on an Nual oppoduit, Kris
Fan hArther a,nuniar,mu rh Far
Housing Advern-on, nNunre
nents, ,ontast \ nt L ,cin,el
R.
--ne r Stians. DItimni'. lap

1,1r

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

um Property
Unbelievable
LAKEFRONT
SALE!
One Day, Sat.
Aug
8th
Lakefront Lot
vo/ Dock
Bullt
only $49,000
(was $124000)
Owner must sell spectacular lakefront lot
wi boat clock already
built on fabulous
160.000
acre recreational
lake Paved rd
utids
& new
survey. Excellent
financing, Don't miss
out Call 1-800-7043154. x 3105.

DOG Obedience
436-2858
MINIATURE horse,
stud, fawn colored,

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

light mane and tail.
$200.00.
(270)853-3662

onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We 'ant U-Hauls
753-9600

1

-1111
7—, ---9
For rap.

MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups, 3
blacks. 2 silvers, 4
females, 1 male,
Ready 7/23, $35000
Registered, vet
checked. wormed.
raised in loving home.
(270)293-0575

boarding
Horse
$125/mo Stall or pasture. Located 10 miles
east of Murray Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.

Business center- 750
1.500 sq tt Available
now
Across from
Justice center, Good
customer parking.
Free standing building
across froni Justice
center Ideal for attor
ney's office, other
office type or small
retail business For
showing call Nelson
Shroat 752-0201
Metal building 88x40
insulated 12ft walls.
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle.
Murray 270-436-2935

acres west of
Murray. Good for road
frontage/corner
lot
Good build;ng site
(270) 293-5215

DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Small picnic table
tools, dishes
clothes Items too
numerous to

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

mention

BACK
YARD SALE
1714
OAKHILL DR
FRI 8-2
SAT 8-1
Lots of tools,
no clothes

YARD SALE
182 LAMB DR.
IN THE
COLD WATER
COMMUNITY
FRIDAY IA
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Antiques, old blue
jars. tins. toys
NASCAR things
form a to z.

INSIDE BEFORE
MOVING SALE
1106 OLIVE ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
USE FRONT
DOOR PLEASE.
A little bit of everything Something
for everyone
Priced to sell

YARD SALE
2109
BROOKHAVEN
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Too much to
mention,

(
MYRON BOWLING AUCTIONEERS

Auction conducted through cooperative effort of Myron Bowling Auctioneers and NCB riealtors 312 Lake
Street. Fulton. KY 42041 Phone (270) 472-0555, Fax (270)472-1768 Disclaimer Information has been
obtained from public records and not guaranteed by the Seller. NCB Realtors or Myron Bowling Auctioneers

1040
.CY 42071
753-1916

1015 S411
I279i 436-2524
1270i 263-6906

antiques
restsurantretall, etc

15X10 S25

Kym Kane, NCB Realtors (270) 472-0555 or (731) 335-1487

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required
753-4109

r

enter of 121 S &

Inspection by Appointment

A heavy manufacturer's dream located in TN. a right to work
state. Two manufacturing areas 2098 West State Line (approx
8.120 SF !Mg and 117 Morris Street (approx 10.520 SF mfg.)
connected by an approx 3 759 open-air crane shed sells as one
unit. 460/277 volt 3-phase electrical service is available Served
with three bridge cranes(5-ton. 75 ton. 8 10-ton) that can be
transported with approx. 400 overhead rail. Eight 1 -ton jib hoists
strategically placed throughout Bldg also has centralized welding
gas istribution system (SELLS AS IS. ABSOLUTE)

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 me.
-596.00
yr.-- $145.00

JILL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

THURSDAY,AUGUST 20th at 1 OAM

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

Stale Za.,tort...1 du,s
in the vir. rettil nun .kivetring
uS nal estate tw.ed tailors on
addatton to tfi,,, prole lei
unier Inderal

10

Retail Store in Hazel
plus 960
5000 SF
SF porch
Really nice, Great ion

Formerly Stanley Jones Corporation & Central Metal Products
(6) Buildings & (13) Vacant Lots in South Fulton. TN

209 West State Line-Approx. 10.466 SF office budding Wentrance
vestibule. kabby conference room. planning room large pnnt room
*vault copy room.(23) offices. canteen & 40 x24 common work
area Centrally wired for PBX telephone system and in-house
computer network Blacktop parking (41 rooftop central HVAC units
w/gas heat Concrete block & brick veneer construction wisteel bar
puts & rubber single-ply roof SELLS AS IS. ABSOLUTE)

MYRA, t edgesA IImo Fair
liewroang Ad Notice
tat estate *herb...1 hereon
en .utote-t k, the FprkrI Far
Ilosusong ha, .hwil wee. it
'Neal icr edserttse etc Fatterente bonotahon .nor insTunitiahon heed on use .olor vigIlS
handocap tamohal
ous no nanonal ongon 0 Melton to Make ann mak+ wearlinutattsam nun dmndusliton

Lola For Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

TERMS: 20% deposit due the day of auction. Balance due within 60 days.
7% Buyer's Premium added to final bid.

Air Estate

"
". II".\

I flIr

VICTORiAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newty
remodeled_ Large
deck with great view
W/D, refrigerator,
stove Very
quiet All utilities paid
including electric
$600/mo plus deposit,
No
lease required
270-492-8211

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION

11,,,1
tFore

le
your slur

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

YARD SALE
2179 DOUGLAS RD
OFF 280, 7 MILES
FROM TOWN
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00
Paintings, pictures,
frames, antiques.
yard ornaments,
women's clothes We
16-20. knock knacks,
new wedding dress.

mum-FAMILY
YARD SALE
453 N. 18TH ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
All proceeds go to
Brighter Honzon
Child Development
Center Numerous
children's items, jew
elry, clothing, some
applianeS 8 more

Howes For See
1517 Glendale
3BR. 1 5BA, carport
completely renovated
inside, new
appliances. exterior doors
windows, carpet, tile
and CM/A. $125,900
270-210-1468
2 5 story house on 8
acres with barn With
picturesque view East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse
$199,500. 293-7252.
NEW
Construction
2216 Quail Creek Dr
3BR. 2BA 293-1681

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us we will
be glad to help.
Murray Ledger 86 Times
270-753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
'ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as lane as 1250 with
one order one pay
.ment For information
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1 502-223-8821

••

AUCTIONS

'Drivers
Miles & Aviation Institute of
Freight Poe/eons avail- Mainienenos (888)349able ASAP. COL-A well 5387
tanker required Top •AME RICAN HEAVY
pay, premium benefits EQUIPMENT TRAINand Much Morel Cal or ING 866-2130-5836 To
visit us online. 877-484- qualify to receive FREE
3061 rem* °Wiley trans- Heavy
Equipment
portcorn
Operator Training with
assis'GOVT JOBS PART Employment
TIME. Dozens of fields. tance-- You must be
Paid training iv/ poem LAID OFF, Collecting
Unemployment
or
Val sign-on bonus
exhausted Benefits
Greet benefits. Annual

•FORECLOSED travel
opportunities
AUCTION Call Mon-Fn (800)282HOME
• 800.-Homes Must Be 1384
Sold! Open House
•K y Hearth Training
, 7/25, 8/1 & 8/2. Online
'Auction' 8/3 View Full Nurse Aide Training.
tistings & Details Phlebotomy training
Lexington
www auction corn
Georgetown
Day,
.REDC RE Brkr 70386
Night, Weekend classBUSINESS
es 859-962-2901 888SERVICES
2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8
www.nurseatcletrainingNETWORK
*DISH
centercorn
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this *Manager
Trainees
week! 100+ Channels Wanted
US
Navy
Dank Reserves are currenly
No
• $9.99
account needed, No looking for College
• $$$ down needed! Graduates to field posi8661689-0523
Call tions as managers in
now for details!
Intelligence. Engineers.
Human
Resources,
ECIUIPME1I1
Clergy,
Computer
FOR SALE
Sciences, and Health
i 'SAWMILLS From only Care
Providers
12,990.00-Convert Officers Paid moiety
your logs to valuable salary, while drilling.
:lumber with your own Health benefits provid-Norwood portable band ed at Military facilities
sawmilL Log skidders and VA Hospitals For
- also available nor- more into call 1-80*avoodsawmills com/300 282-1384
Of
n. Free information. 1- NATO navy mil
.800-578-1363
Ext
•Part-Time,
home300-N
based
Internet
FOR RENT
Business. Earn $500$1000/ month or more
www.kyrents orgFlexible hours. Training
(at FREE service for
providen. No selling
'centers and landlords!
required. FREE details.
Custom
searches,
PAWI.K738.coin
amenities, photos, driving directions, and •RV delivery drivers
-snore!
needed. Deliver
boats and trucks for
FOR SALE
PAY! Deliver to MI 48
•A NEW COMPUTER states and CN. For
.NOW!!!' Brand Name details log on to
laptops & desktops Bad 1•AVVJ RVdeliveryjoba.co
or NO Credit- No
,Problem
Smallest
*Special Ops US Navy.
*weekly payments avail
Elite training, Daring
'Its yours NOW- Call 1Missions.
Generous
800-816-2643
Pay/ Benefits. HS grads
'LAKEFRONT SALE' ages 17-34. Do you
Saturday August 8 only. have what it takes? Call
'Lakefront lot with dock Mon-Fn (800)282-1384
built only $49,900!(was
HOMES FOR SALE
$124,900). Owner must
sell spectacular lake- *Abandon Homes •
front lot-boat dock new lovm, must sell.
already built! On fabu- Small down payment,
lous 160.000 acre take over payments
'recreational
lake Call 270-678-2480
Paved road, utilities.
INSTRUCTIONAL
new survey. Excellent
financing Don t miss *Airlines are Hiringout! Call 1-800-7-4- Train for high paying
3154, x2341
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FAA approved
, HELP WANTED
program Financial aid if
aCDL-A
Flatbed qualifiedHousing
Onvers,
Weekends Available.
CALL
Home. Paid up to
,42canile
Benefits,
N Fir Sol
'Paid
Vacaton. 6
'months OTR exp.
req'd. 800-441-4271 x
KY-1C0

'Attend College Online
from Home, 'Medical
'Business 'Paralegal
'Accounting 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial aid
if qualified Cali 8668 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www.CenturaOnione co
111

NOTICES
•DiVORCE with or without Children 195.00.
With
FREE
name
documents
change
(wee only) and mental
settlement agreement.
Fast arid easy. Call us
24hrs.:7 days. 1-888789-0198.
'HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign
Exchange
Studentsm ages 15-18,
have owe spending
rnoneynnsurancec Call
Now for students arnymg in August! Great life
experience 1 -800-SIBLING. www aise corn
*Wild arid Crazy. Can't
be lazy. Guys/gals travel USA with a fun business group Paid training, motel and transportation provided. Call
Kns 904-657-8827 for
interview
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•BIH
Trucking
Company.
Driver
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to $900/ week.
Company
endorsed
CDL Training
Job
assistance. Financial
assisaance. 888-7805539
•OTR Drivers for PTL.
Earn up to 46 cpm. No
forced Northeast. 12
months
experience
required. No felony or
DUI past 5 years. 877740-6262
www.ptiinc.corn
*TRUCK
AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644 FREE tuition for
CDL Class-A training
and employment. You
must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment
or
exhausted benefits and
meet hiring policy to
qualify

ME

2003 Yamaha
Roadster, 1600/cc.
Sifverado, garage
kept, 9,700/miles,
$6,500/obo. 7599305/227-2096

Orb Pwts

USED TIRES
13 1-5 1S Inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
& AW's
38R, 2 BA new construction,1316
Larkspur Campbell
Estate $229,000
Call for appt
753-3966 293-9747

HONDA
Fourtrax
Rancher ES 2001, less
than 900 mites, 2 helmets, 2 covers included
$3,500. Cell.
(2701841-0812

Perfect Family Home en a
Quiet Neighborhood Setting.
7111 —
y

Retiring physician's horns in Gatesborough
Subdivision Approximately. 4,294 sq
48R.
2.5BA. Tn-level . featuring large recreation
room, professional grade pool table open beam
ceiling, recessed lighting and custom windows
to ceiling, office space mother-in-law quarters.
abundant storage space A fully automatic
12.000 watt natural gas generator proved it's
worth in the 2009 ice storm In front, a charming courtyard presents a welcoming and relaxing atmosphere In the back, the natural hats-fat
and modest landscaping provides a degree of
privacy when enloying the spacious sundeck for
leisure or entertaining . a bird's watchers
dream'
PRICED AT $219.900
Jim Tate
227-8393
Campbell Realty
759-8780
112 North 12th St
Murray. KY 42071

Mk Vehicles
1998 Honda CRV-EX,
4wd, leather, loaded.
excellent condition
$6.300. 270-331-4086.
11311111ead Can
[
2007 Chrysler 300C
Horni AWD, loaded.
ink, 117.000
293-1200
2004 Toyota Camry
LE. 4-cyl., 4-door,
loaded, black.
Excellent gas mileage.
$7,000 (270)444-7566
2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes.
newer tires, 140k
miles $4,595.
(270)474-0403
02 Olds Alero, 2-dr,
moon-roof, CD player,
spoiler, clean, runs
great. $5,500. Call
(270)527-2595 or
(2/0)703-2419
01 PT Cruiser, blk,
chrome wheels, sunroof, teather. 14.500
01 Mitsubishi Eclipse.
2dr. convertible. spyder, $5,850
02 Ford Explorer, red,
4.4, sport, power sunroof. prom sport pkg
14,500.
270-752-0755

Murry

1994 Chevy extended
cab while, 4.4, diesel.
12.000. 270-970-5611
1993
Ford
E350
Ambulance,
7 31
diesel, 109 000 miles
$5,500 obo
270 978 2111

17 Larson runabout
170-HP mercriaser
inboana excellent concation. $3,700 OBO
Ryan Vanover
978-0745
38' Sea Going houseboat new hull, rebuilt
engine, outdnve,
plumbing, electrical,
new ac. carpet, new
paint inside & out.
paid sap, at The
Breakers, must see.
cute cute cute!
(2701435-4T76
Maim Offirsd

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpenty
•Remodeting
*Screened Porches
•Garages
'Water 8 Termite
Damage
•Decks
'Home- Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun =mica
_Res..Con=
Licensed & In.sured
All jobs - big or small

Lesi

\

5%1111 \
r

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

'al aLt)i)Zlfi

436-5141
A.
AFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters. junk
8 tree work.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
hulk pumping.
978-0404
APPLJANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I I•Z
k‘
,1'11 ‘I I
ALL carpentry. All
iome improvements.
?0 yrs. experience.
References. Free estimates.
Available
immediatley. Cal Rich
270-290-7913
270-227-4078.

lil\N

I onilion ((ninth.
(\. Marble .

JONES
ROOFING

tel St. RI 1121N.
75343087

Licensed & Insured
Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

k.III \I I
ltii
l'A% 612

753-9562

•
M
LAWN,SERVICE
Milwirig, Mann unng.
landscaping
Leal Vacuuming
samtaktion. gulranwed
7 -1816 7:27-0611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
'HLRE.FOR
ONLY.675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ALL Carpentry
•Fterrxxleling
•Addlbons
•Oecks
-Porches
Woe Barns
•Larninate Floors
•The
•Mobie Home-Repeir
*tool-Over*
-underpinning
Larry firnmo
227-0587
753-2353

McCoy's
Learn Service
Quality work at
a great price,
*Mowing 'Trimming
'Yard Clean up
•Free Estimates'
(270)293-6604

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers as
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor arty of its
employees
accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever tor their
actrvines

DAVIS Handyworles
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages,
decks, skiing, windows, doors & home
building to suit. No job
Soo smell.
(270)227-1M114

1111
1
;jup
1
C
2311

I.
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BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's 8
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained. 436-2228.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors & home owners,
bank gravel, limestone. NI del, sand, top
soil & shoreline materials. Parker Excavating
LLC 293-3252

WILL mow lawns.
$1500 & up Adult
owned 8 operated
978-5655

YEA.RRY'S
Tree
Service, Free estimates, Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

What's old - and new - at Newport folk festival
By ERIC TUCKER
Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Joan Baez was just 18 when she
performed at the first Newport
Folk Festival, a self-described
neurotic and high maintenance
teenager who remembers trembling in her sandals as she waited her turn on stage.
She sang in her signature
soprano that night, and her
career quickly took off; she
released an album on a major
record label, landed on Time
magazine's cover and made
repeat appearances at the festival alongside on-off romantic
partner Bob Dylan.
"I didn't faint: I sang, and that
was the beginning of a very long
career." Baez says about her
1959 festival appearance. "It's
all very extraordinary that my
career has been going on all that
long time and so has Newport."
Baez returns to Newport this
weekend as the heralded festival
marks its 50th anniversary. She
shares the bill with 90-year-old
Pete Seeger, another of the festival's original performers and a
towering folk icon, as well as
Arlo Guthrie, Judy Collins and
more contemporary acts
The half-century milestone
lends an air of nostalgia to an
event that not only helped pioneer the concept of grand-scale
outdoor concerts but has also
been inexorably linked to fierce

social activism — especially in
its early years.
"The Newport Folk Festival
has always sort of been the standard bearer of early music festivats," says New York rock radio
personality Dennis Elsas. "If
you say, 'and they played the
Newport Folk Festival,' it resonates a certain time. It resonates the time of Pete Seeger,
Joan Baez and Bob Dylan."
The microphone was often a
platform for promoting civil
rights -- and protesting war.
In 1963, Peter, Paul and Mary,
Seeger, Baez, the Freedom
Singers and other performers
clutched hands and belted out
the civil rights anthem "We
Shall Overcome." That same
year, his first at Newport. Dylan
performed "Only a Pawn in
Their Game," which recounts
the assassination of civil rights
activist Medgar Evers. And
Baez joined audience members
and representatives of the
Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee on a
civil rights march through
Newport.
"I think it showed that songs
can be an important thing in
democracy," says Seeger, who
will close out both nights of this
year's festival with a singalong.
"If we call this a democratic
country, how do you make it a
democratic country? And songs

are among the ways it's made."
The folk festival was started in
Newport by music impresario
George Wein as an offshoot to
his jazz festival, which began in
1954 and celebrates its 55th
anniversary in August.
'There was a utopian feeling
there," says Wein, 83, who continues to operate both festivals.
"All the artists got $50, no matter how big or how small they
were. And the money was used
to just go out and find folk performers and bring them up the
next year."
Baez had been making the coffeehouse and folk club circuit in
the late 1950s when she caught
the attention of folk singer Bob
Gibson, who invited her to
appear alongside him at the first
Newport festival.
The pair sang "We Are
Crossing Jordan River" and
"Virgin Mary Had One Son."
The audience of thousands was
the largest Baez had ever seen,
and she was hardly the selfassured performer she may have
seemed.
"Looking back. I barely know
that child who stepped onto that
stage," Baez says. "That child
who was up on the stage was 18
years old and had a high, high
soprano and was as neurotic as
anybody could possible be —
and was high, high maintenance."

brooms
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 31,
2009:
This year, dip into your creativity and manifest your goals. You could be slightly out of
kilter when dealing with friends. Often, they
are bellicose or demanding. You might want
to question what is going on here. What is
different? Success follows you as long as
you apply your imagination. If you are single, check out new people this year with
extreme care, as someone might not be all
you think. If you arc attached, the two of
you need time alone as a couple. You will
start to relish and pine for these frequent getaways. SAGITTARIUS ignites your imagination.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive. 3-Average;
2-So-so: I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Take on a different perspective Of
reframe an emotional situation. You also
could lose your temper. Your reactions and
words could be difficult for the other party to
take. Take a walk to chill out the hot Aries
temper. Tonight. Take off Seek the unknown.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Deferring works only to an extent,
but right now having your say could be close
to impossible Listen to what is being shared
Open up talks. Express kindness and sensitivity. You'll get a positive reaction Tonight:
Dinner for two.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have a lot of energy. and you
know how to use it. Unfortunately, others

The festival did more than
advance her career. Guthrie
introduced his epic "Alice's
Restaurant" to a mass audience
in 1967. James Taylor played
there in 1969 at age 21 and Joni
Mitchell and Van Morrison were
there before becoming household names.
Then, of course, there's Dylan.
He was 22 at his first Newport
performance in 1963 and easily
solidified his role in the folk
canon. bellowing out topical
solo ballads with his guitar and
harmonica.
He famously turned the genre
upside down in 1965 when he
performed with an electnc guitar.
"I was so mad myself. I said,
'Damn it. if 1 had an ax, I'd cut
the cable." Seeger recalls.
Baez says she felt betrayed.
though the sentiment passed.
And Wein recalls coaxing
Dylan to return to the stage —
unplugged — to assuage the
crowd.
"I said, 'There'll be a riot out
there. Bobby, if you don't go
back.' He said, 'I don't have a
guitar.' And 1 said,'Does anyone
have a guitar for Dylan?' Of
course, 20 guitars went up in the
air."
The festival dwindled in popularity in the late 1960s as interest
in rock music peaked. Wein
says.

kilatiastlee liter
could feel challenged by your actions.
Understand a key person in your life. An
expense might not be avoidable, but it will
improve the quality of your life. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
it** Emphasize efficiency and getting the
job done. Look toward the weekend Venus
moves into your sign today, drawing many
people and opportunities. Express a newfound gentleness. Tonight: Run some
errands on the way home: visit with a friend
or two.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Sometimes you are unstoppable
Part of that gift is your enormous creativity.
You can see a situation in many different
ways because of your powerful flights of fantasy. Use that innate gift to make a situation
work. Tonight. Dance in the weekend!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could be preoccupied with a personal matter. Focus on your goals If possible. work from borne, where you will feel
more relaxed. Pressure builds no matter
where you are. A new friend could enter your
life shortly. Tonight: Hang out at home.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Yost are in the center of conversations and the person instrumenting talks
when others cannot seem to come to an
agreement. Someone at a distance could be
quite contrary. You actually might change
plans to get together soon. Why not?
Tonight: Visit with a friend
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You could tee) pressured by a financial
matte,. The problem is, someone deems this
expenditure necessary You could have quite
a tiff. Ask yourself if it is worth it. Balance
your checkbook. Tonight. Indulge a little

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You embody energy arid enthusiasm. Somehow you cannot be stopped, as
you are so goal-directed. Avoid an argument
at any cost, as it would be fruitless right now.
Indulge a key partner. You are in sync with
many people and know how to melt boundaries. Tonight. Whatever you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Consider your options more carefully.
Lately, you might want to approach a situation differently from associates. This difference could be the cause of arguments and
discussions. You might ask yourself if the
end results lustify the process Tonight:
Vanish mysteriously.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Zero in on a key goal. Your creativity will bubble up when dealing with a difficult
situation. Keeping a child or loved one
chilled out could be close to impossible. You
have no control over anyone. Tonight: Be
nurturing with others. especially as they are
not as resilient as you Offer a back rub to a
pal who is feeling tense
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Accept your role without any attitude.
Look to positive changes and be willing to
make that difference. Yes, you are being
asked to carry additional responsibilities.
You do the lob well. Someone endears himself to you with his attitude or gestures.
Tonight. A force to be dealt with
BORN TODAY
Author J.K. Rowling (1965), actor Wesley
Snipes (1962), actor Eric Lively (1981)
***
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at
www.lacquellnebigar.com.
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Laskin Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Murray Firefighter Dickie Walls
polishing the 11111101 on a pumper
truck in front of the downtown
fire station. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Robin Taller, manager for
Murray Main Street Program,
was the guest speaker at a recent
meeting of the Calloway County Retired Teachers Association.
Also published is a picture
of the Murray Mold & Die
Team which captured the 14
age and undet fast pitch softball tournament by winning three
ganes for the championship
at Evansville, Ind.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Lurline Billington with the new
heart machine and plaque, given
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital by the Murray Rotary
Club and the Billington family
in memory of Guy Billington,
who was a Rotarian and an
influential member of the community. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Dan Loudy.
Richard Tuck was presented
the Lion of the Year Award by
the Murray Lions Club at a
meeting of the club held at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Mlle Jackson is pictured presenting the
award to Tuck.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Coldwater Bottom bndge, located on Ky. 121 North between
Murray and Mayfield which
reopened last week. The bridge
had been closed for an extended period of time due to repairs
from heavy flooding in the area.
Brent L. Boston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fil R. Boston, and
senior at Murray High School.
has completed a unique week
of "Camping" at Rose-Hulman

Institute of Technology. near
Terre Haute. Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. A.O. Woods
were marned for 50 years July
5
40 years ago
The opening of bids for the
construction of academic-athletic facility at Murray State University will be in August. The
facility will include it new football stadium.
Wendell Dale Yearry will
leave Aug. 13 for Washington
where he will be sent to Vietnam for a year's tour of duty
with the United States Army.
He has just completed nine
weeks of training at Camp Polk,
La.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Skip Plsa and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Noby
Carraway, July 25.
50 years ago
The 4-H Club Tractor Driving Contest will be Aug. 1
starting at 9 p.m. at the Murray City Park. This is in conjunction of the annual Calloway
County Farm Bureau picnic on
the same day.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard White, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Bell. and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. G.B. Jones.
60 years ago
Thirty-five cases are on the
docket for the August term of
Calloway County Circuit Court.
An open air gospel meeting
will begin Aug. 4 at the Almo
Heights Ball Park with Bro.
Coleman Overbey, Church of
Christ minister, as speaker.
Pfc. Paul D. Grogan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie 0. Grogan. is now serving with the
United States Armed Forces in
the Far East.

Tidal,In Ilan
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 30,
the 211th day of 2009. There are
154 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 30, 1945, during World
War II, the battle cruiser USS
Indianapolis, which had just delivered components for the isternic
bomb that would be dropped on
Hiroshima. was torpedoed by a
Japanese submarine. only 316 out
of some 1,200 men survived the
sinking and shark-infested waters.
On this date:
In 1619, the first representative assembly in America convened in Jamestown in the Virginia Colony.
In 1792. the French national
anthem "La Marseillaise." by
Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle, was
first sung in Paris by troops arriving from Marseille.
In 1864, during the Civil War,
Union forces tried to take Peters-

burg. Va.. by exploding a gunpowder-filled mine under Confederate defense lines, the attack
failed.
In 1908, the first round-theworld automobile race, which had
begun in New York in February,
ended in Pans with the drivers
of .the American car,. a • Thomas
Flyer, declared the winners over
teams from Gemiany and Italy.
In 1918. poet Joyce Kilmer. a
sergeant in the 165th U.S. Infantry
Regiment, was killed during the
Second Battle of the Marne in
World War I. (Kilmer is perhaps
best remembered for his poem
"Trees.")
In 1932. the Summer Olympic
Games opened in Los Angeles.
In 1942, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed a bill creating a
women's auxiliary agency in the
Navy known as "Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Ser-
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Rash baffles,
Borax cures

DEAR ABBY: I just had astating and only cause her
to respond to "Daddy Who undeserved and unnecessary
Cares" (June 21, whose wife pain. Read on:
is threatening to tell their
DEAR ABBY: Kudos on
teenaged daughter, "Gina,' she your advice to "Daddy Who
was not wanted. For me a per- Cares.' When I was a teenagson's most defining trait is not er I overheard my mother tell
gender, age a friend of hers that I was an
or race. It's unplanned pregnancy. To the
whether or best of my knowledge. my
not he or she parents never considered aborwas wanted. tion, but
nonetheless, it
The
other destroyed my self-esteem.
traits
are
In the case of "Daddy,"
things that where abortion was considered
nature
or and planned, I suspect the emosociety put tional damage would be far
on
you. worse. It's a good thing
you "Daddy" has custody because
Once
know
you the mother seems willing to
By Abigail
Van Buren
were
not disregard her child's welfare
wanted by in order to get vengeance on
the people who put you here, her husband. You're right, Abby
it can easily define you, and -- absolutely no good can come
it brings pain that will never from the disclosure of that
go away.
information. -- ONE WHO
It doesn't matter how much KNOWS IN CHICAGO
you achieve or how much your
DEAR ABBY: I was a child
parents say they love you. A who was both unplanned and
piece of your life just doesn't unwanted. When 1 was 13, my
fit. Those of us who carry this mother, in a fit of anger, told
knowledge understand the sad- me she wished she had the aborness very well. It is some- tion she planned to have before
thing that can't be taken back. I was born. It was then that
So please inform "Daddy I realized that the "gut" feelWho Cares- wife that what ing I'd had all my life to that
she felt so many years ago is point and beyond was correct
nothing compared to the sad- -- my mother never wanted
ness that "Gina" will bear and me. Neither of my parents ever
examine throughout her life. told me the whole truth nor
There is no unhappiness more did they ever say how glad
lasting than knowing you were they VIM not to have gone
not welcomed into this world. through with the plan.
-- WOUNDED HEART IN
I have always had difficulNEW YORK
ty trusting my parents, and I
DEAR WOUNDED:Thank have always known 1 wasn't
you for your heartfelt letter. wanted. Years of therapy have
Readers were extremely vocal healed the deep wounds.
on this subject and agree that "Daddy" should tell his daughtelling "Gina' would be dev- ter the story and also tell her
how much he loves her and
wants her in his life, and that
he is glad they never went
vice' — WAVES for short.
through with the onginal plan.
In 1965, President Lyndon B. If he does, she will be able
Johnson signed into law the
to trust him and know she
Medicare bill, which went into
was not a "mistake.' -effect the following year.
DEEPLY WOUNDED IN NEW
In 1975, former Teamsters union
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
HAMPSHIRE
in suburban Detroit. although preDEAR ABBY: Ever since
sumed'deed, lustendons have-sever
I can remember, my mother
been found.
has told me her "funny story"
Ten years ago: Republicans
about how she was "horrified"
pushed their 5792 billion tax cut
when she learned she was pregthrough the Senate. Linda Tripp,
nant with me and asked the
whose secretly recorded phone conversations with Monica Lewinsky
doctor for an abortion. And as
led to the impeachment of Presa result, I have struggled with
ident Bill Clinton, was charged
low self-esteem and feelings
in Maryland with illegal wiretapof worthlessness my entire life.
ping. (Prosecutors later dropped
As an adult and mother, 1
the charges.) The leaders of some
40 nations gathered in Sarajevo. can pinpoint this "amusing
Bosnia-Herzegovina. pledging to
anecdote' as the root cause of
push economic and democratic
many of these issues. I pray
reforms for the war-ravaged Balka- that the young girl in that letns
ter never finds out that her
parents considered abortion. No
matter how many times her
dad say he "thanks God every••""
day that she is here," the darnage to her psyche will be forever. --WISH I NEVER KNEW

Dear Abby

DEAR DR. GOTT: I itched
and developed a rash on my
body to the point that I could
not wear any clothing that
touched my skin. Because of
this, I was socially limited and
did not get out of the house much.
The rash and
itch were aui
over
my
and
body
for
lasted
more than a
year
1 went to
an allergist,
who didn't
help me. I
then went to
a dermatologist at the
By
Mayo Clinic
Dr. Peter Gott in
Flonda.
That doctor
performed seven biopsies, all of
which were negative. He even
had every dermatologist at the
clinic examine my body to see
if anyone had any idea about
what my rash could be. Unfortunately, no one there did.
While there, I asked twice
to have an allergy test for detergent, but both times I was told
there was no point because everyone, regardless of whether they
are allergic or not, will test positive for n. 1 asked to be sent
to the allergy department. 1 was
told the doctor there was very
capable. I ended up having to
go once or twice a week, and
nothing was ever accomplished.
One day a friend came to
visit and brought me a book on
alternative health. The book (1
don't remember the name) recommended using Borax to
deodonze clothes rather than
detergents. 1 started doing this
and within a very short time,

Dr. Gott

my rash started healing. I canceled my next doctor visit and
haven't gone back. My dermatologist did call me to ask how
I was getting along since I
stopped going, and when I told
bun what 1 had done and the
results I had seen, all he said
was "amazing."
To this day, I cannot use
anything that is considered a
detergent 1 also cannot use prewash treatments either. If I need
to pre-treat a stain. I use bleach
or hand soap and water before
washing in the Borax.
I don't know what is in these
products that cause me to develop a rash, but I figure I'm not
the only one and hope that my
experience will help others.
DEAR READER: I am glad
to hear that you found an easy
solution to your problem. Skin
rashes can have many causes
from allergies to infections; even
the weather or emotion can cause
problems.
To the best of my knowledge, the Mayo Clinic dermatologist was wrong whgn he told
you that everyone tests positive
for detergent allergies. Since I
am neither a dermatologist nor
an allergist, 1 cannot say this
definitively. But it stands to reason that the test could never
have been created if everyone
had the same results — there
would be DO way to tell what
was abnormal.
Borax has been around for
many years and used as a detergent booster. It is pnmanly composed of the mineral boron. It
is fairly inexpensive, readily
available in most major grocery
stores, and safe when used
according to package recommendations.

Contract BMWs
South dealer.
Declarer weal up with the ace
North-South vulnerable.
and drew trumps, ending in her hand.
She then led a club to the queen, losNORTH
•1 72
ing to the ace At this point, West
•A Q1 ft
realized she could have defeated the
•A1 9
slam earlier by leading her singleton
4PQ 52
club. Unable to contain herself, she
WEST
now said, -Sorry, partner"
EAST
+1083
•9 6
This spootameoss remark was
•K 10 6 4 3 2
IP 97
not lost on South, who naturally con•Q 8 4
0 10 7 6 3 2
cluded that West had started with a
43
•A .1 9 4
singleton club. And so, when East
SOUTH
returned a heart, declarer ruffed, led
-er-law diamond and finessed the
•A K 5 4
IPS
jack!!
•K 5
Declarer thee played a club from
4K 108 76
dummy and, hacking her judgment,
The bidding:
finessed the seven. Next came the
South
North East
king of diamonds to the ace and
West
1•
Pass
2
another club finesse, and the slam
Pass
3+
Pass
Pass
3•
was home.
3*
5•
Certainly, South would not have
Pass
Pass
6•
played the hand in this fashion withOpening lead -- four of hearts.
out West's untimely remark The
This desl occurred in a women's highly unusual diamond finesse, folpair championship. The bidding indi- lowed by the deep club finesse -cates that North-South were not gun- both plays were absolutely essential
shy in undertaking slams.
— would not have been taken had
North's nye-spode bid, following West not let the cal out of the hag
her two previous forward-going with her comment.
responses, clearly shows she did not
It it iaterestitog to mote that West
come from the shrinking-s inlet could have recovered from her indisschool.
cretion had she played the diamond
West dime a bean lead rather queen when South led the five from
than a club, hoping to put declarer her hand. This would have kilicd one
under early pressure (Of course, a of declarers entries to dummy and
club lead and club return would have mode it impossible for South to take
quickly settled South's hash.)
more than one finesse in clubs.
Tomorrow: Test your play
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Daughter should be spared pain
of knowing she was unwanted
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PEANUT-SO
DID YOU KNOW I'LL BE
STARTING SCHOOL SOON?

IF I HAD A D06, WHICH
I DON'T HE'D RUSH OUT
TO MEET ME WHEN
I 60T HOME

SORRY,'
I M BOOKED UP
FOR TI4E UJI4OLE YEAR

1 Squirrel food
4 Tex-Mex snack
8 Force open
11 Ottoman title
13 Mountains or
river
14 Debt memo
15 Spooks
17 Bowl or snip
19 Hockey arenas
21 Feedbag tidbit
22 Monorail
24 Hire a lawyer
26 Takes a chair
29 Solidly built
31 PC memory unit
33 Writer Harper —
34 Mystic sound
35 Robust energy
37 Big green parrot
39 Snort of surprise
00 ESPN feature
42 Really big tees
44 Tightwad
46 Per person
48 Not allow
50 Country addrs

51 Patncia Neal
film
53 Radio and TV
55 Porcupine guilts
58 Easy gallop
61 Geological period
62 Spring beer
64 Meditation guide
65 Toupee
66 Fill-ins
67 Joule fraction
DOWN
1 Scold
2 "Yecchr
3 Insect's middle
4 Elephant teeth
5 Ozarks st.
6 Cleveland hoopster
7 Kitchen staple
8 Flower part
9 Canape topper
10 Mr Brynner
12 Famed sci-fi
writer
16 Nashville's st.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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18 Stockholm
carrier
20 It may be tidy
22 Juicy steak
(hyph )
23 Cuban dance

25 Response to a
rodent
27 Snicker
(.hYPh )
28 Blackens
30 Word in a
recipe
32 Rare mineral
36 White Sox org.
38 Being
broadcast
41 Sore
43 "Casablanca"
pianist
45 Museurn piece
47 Horde
member
49 Blouse parts
52 Society newbras
54 Nyet opposite
55 Work
on a guilt
56 Taro-root
paste
57 —.wester
59 Screw thongs
up
60 Toupee.
slangily
63 Cell phone
predecessor
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Artists hold Gallery Walk
Special to the Lodger

Artists will also demonstrate their work in the
PADUCAH, Ky. -- LowerTown Artists will studios. Nancy Calcutt will show visitors the an ot
celebrate the arts with several events dunng the creating portraits using live models at Nancy
Second Saturday Gallery Walk held on Aug. 8. Calcutt Studios, located at 521 Madison Si
from noon to 8 p.m. Artists want to ensure that vis- Calcutt has done a number of portraits tor Paducah
itors have a chance to be a part of the artistic expe- residents
and is opening her studio to demonstrate
rience and have incorporated workshops, demonhow she works.
strations. new exhibits and even a pun and joke
New exhibits will open on Second Saturday in
contest into the August event.
August. Mentor House Gallery will host a nev.
This month's events include a jewelry making
session at Working Artist Studio, located at 303 photography exhibit by Paulette Mentor called
North 8th St. The workshop, "Hammer Down, "The Rose: 1940 to 2020.- There will also be an
Ladies,- is led by artist Belinda Yates. Women will opening reception at the gallery on Friday. Aug. 7.
make a pendant using hammered wire and beads. from 5 to 8 p.m.
The Second Saturday Gallery Walk is an event
Terra Cottage and the Kookie Bar, located at
514 North 7th St., will host a pun and joke contest inviting locals and tourists to explore the treasures
all weekend. August 8 and 9. The contest winner hidden in the LowerTown Arts District. The event
will receive a free clay caricature, made by artist, is free to the public and open to all ages. For more
Michael Terra. The Kookie Bar will serve ice information contact Jessica Perkins at 270) 444cream sandwiches and tea slushies.
8649 or lessica.Perkins(Oci.paducah.ky.us.

Photo provided
Enc J. Norsworthy of Murray accepts his win at the 28th annual Colgate Country Showdown
from WMOK Radio News personality Tim Niehay.

Murray man wins singing contest
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Eric J.
Norsworthy of Murray was
recently named the winner of the
28th annual Colgate Country
lhowdown, a singing competition that was held by Withers
13roadcasting Company as part
of this year's Paducah Summer
Festival.
This year's competition
brought in 19 contestants vying
for a chance to be country
music's next big act. 'The first
runner up was Eli Tellor of
Anna, Ill. and the second runnerup was Micky Abraham of
Paducah. All the contestants are
consistently judged on five cote
criteria: marketability in country
music. vocal/instrumental ability, originality of performance,
stage presence/charisma and talent.

Produced
by
Special United States and the participatPromotions. Inc. (SPI) of ing stations promote local showNashville for the past 28 years, downs, screen contestants and
the Showdown was the first stage the live talent contests.
national event to spotlight Garth
Continuing under SPI's direcBrooks, Martina McBride, Tim (ion, local winners compete
for
McGraw, Brad Paisley, Sara state championships,
usually at
Evans, Miranda Lambert, Billy
major fairs or similar exposiDean, Billy Ray Cyrus and a
tions. The state winners then vie
stage full of other performers
for supremacy at five regional
who went on to earn major
contests. Finally, the five regionrecording contracts.
There's a good deal more al winners contend for the
than fame involved. Each act national title on a syndicated telthat wins the Showdown's evision special hosted by a
National Final takes home a major country music act and
cash prize of $100,000. An addi- judged by a panel of distintional $300,000 in cash prizes is guished music industry profesGreat
American
awarded each year at the various sionals.
CiaintrY (CAC) then picks up
other levels.
Here's how it all works: the special airing in primetime
Backed by Colgate and its retail- in May. The show is also carried
er network, SP1 sets up alliances internationally on the overseas
with radio stations all over the networks.

1113Q Blast and Battle of the
Bands coming in September
Special to the Ledger

benefit both the Murray Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Department and the

The
Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Department and the Murray
State
University
Public
Relations Student Society of
America will host "Bands N'
BBQ Blowout '09" on Sept. 5.
"The barbecue and Battle of
the Bands will he from 4 to 9
p.m. There will also be a bazaar
featuring community and MSU
student organizations, as well as
local businesses offering a myriad of goodies. This fall festival
featuring music,food arid lots of
things to buy, sell and enjoy.
More details will follow soon.
The sponsoring organizations
are currently in the process of
recruiting for all these mentioned areas.
Anyone interested in participating in the Battle of the Bands
competition or the the BBQ
Codk-off may contact Kelsey
Forbis, president of the MSU
PRSSA chapter, at kelsey.forbis@murraystate.edu.
Proceeck from this event will

Murray State University Public
Relations Student Society tit
America.

Arts in the Win
• Hammertorch will play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe. Still Down and
Autia. the wiliner and runner-up
at the Calloway County Fair
Battle of the Bands will play next
Thursday, Aug. 8. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older
• Harvest Land Ministnes will
show 'Saving Sarah Cain"
around 7.30 p.m Friday in the
Central Park Amphitheater as
part of its summer "Movies in the
Park series
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents "Stars of Tomorrow" at
8 p.m. Friday and Reggie
LaFaye & Razz at 8 p m.
Saturday. For tickets, call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704

• The Heart and Soul Band
will' perform from 5 to 9 p m
Saturday at the Purple Tod
Winery on Old Highway 45 in
Lone Oak.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will show
'Moon.' directed by Duncan
Jones and starring Sam
Rockwell, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday and "The Neverending
Story" will play Sunday at 4
as part of the theater's Movies
for Me children's film series. For
more details, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercom.
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